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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.— The difficulties pupils experience in arith
metic may be traced to a variety of causes. Numerous studies
have been conducted which reveal certain of the typical errors
and difficulties pupils encounter in arithmetic.1 These
studies have led some teachers of arithmetic to attempt to im-
2
prove their teaching procedures. Other investigations have
shown that inadequate study habits, rather than failure to
master subject matter, are often the cause of failure to achieve
in arithmetic, and that it is necessary to pay as much attention
to the development of effective study habits as to the pro-
cedure for presentation of instructional materials. Further,
it now appears that there is not much transfer of learning from
one situation to another - while many things are learned simul
taneously, every one of these learnings must be oriented toward
the needs, interests, and problems of the learner. While few
Mathematics in General Education: A Report of the Committee
on the Function of Mathematics in General Education. (New York,
19W)
p
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, The Place of
Mathematics in Secondary Education. Fifteenth Yearbook". (New
York,). '
3that Research Savs About Arithmetic. Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1952).
k
The Learning Process. Department of Classroom Teachers and
American Educational Research Association, 5^
1
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people would doubt the value of developing the social signifi
cance of arithmetic, the need for developing arithmetic mean
ings does not appear to be as readily apparent. This is
especially true of developing abilities in reading, reasoning,
concept formation, closure, and the meanings of arithmetic.
The phases of mental action involved in building a thought
pattern constitute a behavior. Learning demands change in be
havior. Behaviors result from an introductory stimulus, a
disposition to respond to the stimulus, a response-stimulus,
and a consequential end-result. Behaviors produce meanings,
or identify relations which constitute meanings. When meanings
are comprehended the individual possesses concepts. Arithmetics
concept emerge from differentiation, discrimination, and inte
gration - they depend upon experience. Therefore, learning is
operative when it is available for continued use-operative
learning is the program of experiencing. A mode of thinking
is developed whereby the learner is able to deal effectively
with quantitative relations, exercise judgment, conceptualize,
infer while making adjustments to his quantitative environment.
Operative learning must be placed at the learner level and re-
lated, by the learner, to himself and, by the teacher, to his
developmental program. Hence, learning is facilitated by
building larger concepts, whole closures, integration, use and
re-appearance, and utilizing the potentialities of intelligence
and maturation. Thus, a well organized program of arithmetic
education includes experiences of social, sensory-aids, and
arithmetical aspect. These experiences should proceed from
the natural direct experience, to the contrived experience,
and to the activity experience.
Two contrasting methods of teaching arithmetic needs to be
re-examined in the light of this rationale. For it now ap
pears desirable that arithmetic be presented as something which
is not fixed, final or sacrosanct. Rather, it appears that
learners should be encouraged to experiment with different
ways of arriving at answers, and gain understanding of the way
numbers behave thereby. The inductive approach to study and
teaching is an experimental approach. It permits the learner
to make discoveries himself, and encourages him to think crea
tively and scientifically. It assumes that it is far better
for the learner to make discoveries for himself and, in the
process, prove that he understands the basis of the number
system. The deductive approach to study and teaching is quite
different. A rule, principle, or generalization is presented,
with or without explanation, with this approach, it is the
intention that the learner remember the rule, principle, or
generalization and apply it when needed in specific computation.
On the one hand, the inductive method provides opportunity for
the learner to gather data, observe, study, experiment, and
discover laws, rules, generalizations, and principles which
he, in turn, applies to new data. On the other hand, the
%ewton Stokes, Teaching the Meanings, of Arithmetic. (New
York, 1951), Chapters 1-6.
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deductive method is based upon the presentation of laws, rules,
generalizations, and principles which others have formulated
and which the learner now seeks to apply.
Statement of the Problem.— The problem involved in this
study was to determine the relative effectiveness of the in
ductive and deductive methods of teaching mathematics to two
groups of pupils at the Prentiss Institute, Prentiss, Missis
sippi.
Purposes, off th,Q ,ffhi1dy-— The major purpose of this study
was to test, by utilization of the experimental approach, the
following null hypothesis: There is no difference in the rela
tive effectiveness of inductive methods of teaching arithmetic
to pupils enrolled at the Prentiss Institute, Prentiss, Missis
sippi. More specifically, the purposes of this study were:
a. To structure methods of study and teaching which are,
by definition, inductive and deductive in nature;
b. To instruct two groups of pupils in one of the methods
of study and teaching}
c. To discover the extent of competency attained by the
two groups during a nine-week experimental period.
Definitions of Terms.—
1. Inductive, method as used in this study, means:1
a. A method of study based on reasoning from particu
lar cases to a general conclusion;
■'•Carter V. Good (ed.), Dictionary of Education (New York,
19*5), p. 215.
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b. A method of teaching based on the presentation, to
the learner, of a sufficient number of opportuni
ties or specific examples, to enable him to arrive
at a definite rule, principle, or fact.
2. Deductive method as used in this study means:
a. A method of study in which specific application or
conclusions are derived from assumed or established
procedures?
b. A method of teaching that proceeds from rules or
generalizations to examples, and subsequently to
conclusions or to the application of the generali
zation.
Locale of the Study.— The data for this study was col
lected at the Prentiss Institute, Prentiss, Mississippi.
Period of the Study.— The study was conducted during the
second semester of the 1955-1956 school term, and extended over
a period of nine weeks.
Sub.iects Involved.— The subjects involved in the study
were forty-eight seventh and eighth grade pupils enrolled at
the Prentiss Institute, Prentiss, Mississippi.
Method of Research.— The experimental method was utilized,
employing the technique of parallel grouping, testing, and
statistical treatment of the data.
VaJ.ue of the Study.— A study of this nature has value as
1Ibid.T p. 121.
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it reflects in the improvement of competency developed by-
students, instructional procedures utilized by teachers, and
administrative provisions structured by supervisors and prin
cipals. The findings of this may be of value as they reflect
in the continuing program of the school, and in further meeting
the needs, serving the interests, and providing satisfying
opportunities to students for solution of their problems.
Experimental Design.—
1. The literature was reviewed for the purpose of gaining
insight, meaning, implications, and understanding of
possible ramifications of the developing philosophy of
arithmetic education, developing areas of instructional
materials, developing programs of evaluation procedure
in arithmetic education, and to identify researches of
especial concern which are pertinent to this study.
2. The California Test of Mental Maturity was administered
for the purpose of equating the subjects into experi
mental and control groups.
3» A pre-test was administered for the purpose of estab
lishing the level of competence attained by the subjects
prior to the experiment. The Metropolitan Achievement
Test, Arithmetics, Form R was used for this purpose.
k. The Control and Experimental Group were taught for a
period of nine week's, forty-five minutes each day, in
separate groups, using the inductive method with one
group (the experimental group) and the deductive method
with the other group (control group).
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5. A Post-test was administered for the purpose of as
certaining the level of competence achieved by the two
groups at the termination of the experimental period.
The Metropolitan Achievement Test, Arithmetic, Form S
was used for this purpose.
6. The data were tabulated, organized and statistically-
treated, using the essential statistical measures of
the mean, standard deviation, standard error of the
mean, standard error of the difference between means,
and Fisher "t".
7. The data were assembled in appropriate tables, and
the like, analyzed, and interpreted.
8. Findings, conclusions, implications, and recommenda
tions, were derived from the data.
Review of the Literature
The literature reviewed and presented in this thesis was
categorized into the following major headings: (a) the de
veloping philosophy of arithmetic education? (b) the developing
purposes of arithmetic education} (c) the developing methodology
of arithmetic education; (d) the developing areas of arith
metical instruction; (e) evaluation of instruction in arith
metic j and (f) trends in arithmetic education.
Philosophy of Arithmetic Educafcipru— It is generally
agreed that one of the fundamental objectives of the modern
elementary school is to develop the whole individual. The
realization of this objective necessitates a kind of learning
8
situation that will foster the total growth of the individual
mentally, physically, socially, emotionally, and morally.
These areas are usually considered to constitute the broader
objectives of the school. Of the relation of these broad
objectives to arithmetic Brueckner and Grossnickle says
The teacher should recognize the possible contributions
instruction in arithmetic can make to the social objectives
of all education. Many of the experiences pupils have in
school that are rich in application of number'can be de
signed as experiences in democratic living. Here the
teacher can so conduct the learning program that intelli
gence forms the basis of action of actual practice in
solving problems of daily life, that are of concern to the
pupils is a most valuable type of experience in democratic
living. In most instances arithmetic makes valuable con
tributions to these experiences.
The need for consideration of the whole child is stated hj
Caswell and Foshay2 as follows:
A teacher cannot teach arithmetic alone, or spelling,
or reading. Subject matter cannot be considered a part
from the children, and in every experience the whole child
is effected. A teacher may ignore attitudes, effects on
character, and the like, when teaching arithmetic, but the
effects are there nevertheless.
developing Purposes of Arithmetic Education.-- To obtain
the sequences of the learning activities the pupil must learn
to accommodate his thinking to its requirements. He does not
choose the mode of this thinking. The arithmetic dictates it.
The pupil is successful in so far as he recognizes and performs
the acts of thinking which the arithmetic requires.
■^ruechner, Leo J., and Grossnickle, Eow_toMakeArithmetic
Meaningful (Philadelphia, 19^-7), p. 513. — —
the
2Hollis L. Caswell, and A. Wellesley Foshay, Education in
Elementary School (New York, 1950), p. • ^^
Wheat gives eight requirements of arithmeticj
(a) Arithmetic requires the pupil to develop ideas of
the single groups of each size up to ten, to give
each its single name, and to represent each size
up to nine by its numeral.
(b) Arithmetic requires the pupil to study the standard
group of ten, including the tens, and to learn the
special way of writing ten and its relations.
(c) Arithmetic requires the pupil to learn as teens
and tens the combinations that exceed ten.
Cd) Arithmetic requires the pupil to deal with tens
and the powers of the way he deals with ones, that
is, with the single groups to nine.
(e) Arithmetic require the pupil to study the sizes
of parts, to represent them according to their
uses, and to combine related parts.
(f) Arithmetic requires the pupil to use his ideas of
relation amounts as means to familiarize himself
with the nature, import, and consequences of the
various social,,business, and civic situations
and transactions that exist and go on around him.
(g) Arithmetic requires the pupil to carry his study
of the fraction to the point where he can under
stand and use it as a way to express the relations
between quantities.
(h) Arithmetic requires the pupil to determine amounts
in terms of the standards by which, and in respect
to which, we measure them.
Wheat continues . . . "An essential part of a program for
developing the pupil's ability to solve problems is recognition
of the true purposes of problems in the instructional program."
y G. Wheat, "The Arithmetic We Teach," The National
Society for the Study of Education, The Fiftieth Yearbook.
Part 11, (Chicago, 195D, pp. 5-15.
2Ibid.
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The Developing Methodology of Arithmetic Education.--
Theories of arithmetic instruction may generally "be character
ized under three headings (1) meaning theory, (2) drill theory
and (3) incidental-learning theory. Morton says:
Advocators of drill theory of instruction maintain
that the facts and process of arithmetic are most easily
learned by repetition - that is, by saying or thinking the
fact over and over or doing the required process again and
again. For example, the theory holds that by thinking or
saying a fact (such as 6 x k ■ 2^) a number of times, that
fact will be learned. In the same way, it holds that the
process of borrowing in subtraction is learned by solving
many examples in which the borrowing process occurs.
The incidental-learning theory of instruction states
that arithmetic can be most effectively taught if in
struction is undertaken only when a child has a need for a
fact or a process. To illustrate: A child will not be
required to learn multiplication with a two-figure multi
plier until some problem in his life, either in school or
our of school, calls for the process. Proponents of the
theory contend that the need or use that the child has for
facts and processes will insure both understanding and re
tention of the things learned, and for this reason they
deny the necessity of planned repetition which is con
sidered so essential in the drill theory.
The meaning theory, then, is characterized by the
viewpoint that arithmetic can be learned most easily if
children see sense in what they do and if arithmetic is
taught as a closely knit system of related ideas, facts
and principles. The theory in its present form is so
recent and is interpreted in so many different ways that
no one description would do justice to the arithmetic
procedures based on it.
2
According to Thiele, ... "great reliance would be placed
upon the child's discovering for himself effective solutions
and upon Ms seeing relationships." According To Buswell,
%. C. Morton, "The National Council Committee on Arithme
tic," Mathematics TeacherT October, 1938.
2
C. L. Thiele, in .Sixteen,th, Yearbook, National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (New York, 19^1), pp. V6, 53, 55-57.
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Brownell, and John, ... "much use would be made of directing
the child toward the learning of a particular process or fact
through performance of a carefully planned series of steps in
volving concrete experiences followed by identification of
certain characteristics."
2
Brownell emphasizes the relatedness of ideas in arithme
tic and gives a place to instructional influences as factors
affecting readiness. He states that "a child is ready to
learn a new concept when he has control of all ideas and skills
prerequisite thereto, when his previous experience has brought
him to the stage when he can take on new learning."
McGeoch, in discussing a typical process in learning,
states that the first step in learning is a problem situation
and that the problem situation results from a lack of adjust
ment between an organism's motivating needs, its immediate
environment and its reactive equipment. Gates, says that the
number of problems of which a child is aware and the serious
ness with which he responds to them are determined in con
siderable part by the extent of his information and experience
in given fields.
ft ,iGvJ« Buswell, W. A. Brownell, and Lenore John, Daily Life
Arithmetic (Boston, 1938). See book for Grade Six, pp. 1+7-?8l
2
W. A. Brownell, "A Critique of the Committee of Seven's
Investigations on Grade Placement of Arithmetic Topics," Elemen
tary School Jourryil, XXXVIII (March, 1938), 505. —
3J. A. McGeoch, Psychology of Kwa&r} ^arr^in^ (Chicago,
p. 513.
^»^nA# I* ??tes» et' al'» Educational Psychology (New York,
19H-2), p. 3hk. 7
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Each of the authors mentioned agrees with one of the three
theories of learning although authors may introduce a new name
they are relatively the same. Thiele says1
At one extreme teachers deal with the number experi
ences which children have in their daily life and attempt
to make these experiences as meaningful as possible. At
the other extreme, teachers bring to their pupils the con
tent of arithmetic as a series of constituent elements
arranged by experts according to logic and relative diffi
culty of the elements. These elements are to be mastered
by pupils in the form in which they are presented by the
method of repetition. The content is usually found in a
single textbook which children study under the direction
of the teacher without any other learning aids. These
characteristics identify an instructional method as the
"drill11 method. .Undesirable as this method of instruction
may be, it is still the one which prevails in countless
classrooms.
There is, however, still a place for the drill method if
2
properly used. Buswell, ... gives two distinct concepts which
give drill a different position in the teaching of arithmetic.
He states
1. Practice should follow, not precede, understanding.
2. Effective drill must emphasize the systematic character
of number relations and of the number system.
Developing Areas of Arithmetical Instruction,.-- Throughout
the following discussion, arithmetic is broadly defined to in
clude all mathematical concepts and abilities appropriate to
and needed by pupils in the elementary school. Its scope is
helpfully outlined in Brownell's list of desirable arithmetic
1C. L. Thiele, "Arithmetic in the Middle Grades," The. .Teach
ing of Arithmetic. Fiftieth Yearbook, Part 11, (Chicago, 1951),
p. 78.
2
G. T. Buswell, "The Psychology of Learning in Relation to
the Teaching of Arithmetic," The Teaching of Arithmetic. Fiftieth




Facility and accuracy in operations with whole numbers,
common fractions, decimals, and per cents. (This
group of outcomes is separated from the second and
third groups which follow because it can be isolated
for measurement. In this separation much is lost,
for computation without understanding when and how
to compute is rather empty skill. Actually, computa
tion is important only as it contributes to social
ends).
(2) Mathematical understandings:
a. Meaningful conceptions of quantity, of the number
system, of whole numbers of common fractions, of
decimals, of per cents, of measures, etc.
b. 4 meaningful vocabulary of the useful technical
terms of arithmetic which designate quantitative
ideas and the relationships between them.
c. Grasp of important arithmetical generalizations.
d. Understanding of the meanings and mathematical
functions of the fundamental operations.
e. Understanding of the meanings of measures and of
measurement as a process.
f. Understanding of important arithmetical relation
ships, such as those which function in reasonably
sound estimations and approximations, in accurate
checking, and in ingenious and resourceful solu
tions.
g. Some understanding of the rational principles
which govern number relationships and computational
procedures.
(3) Sensitiveness to number in social situations and the
habit of using numbers effectively in such situations:
a. Vocabulary of selected quantitative terms of com
mon usage (such as Kilowatt hour, miles per hour,
decrease and increase, and terms important in
insurance, investments, business practice, etc.).
b. Knowledge of selected business practice and other
economic applications of number.
Ik
c. Ability to use and interpret graphs, simple sta
tistics, and tabular presentations of quantitative
data.
d. Awareness of usefulness of quantity and number in
dealing with many aspects of life.
e. Tendency to sense the quantitative as part of
normal experience, including vicarious experience,
as in reading, in observation, and in projected
activity and imaginative thinking.
f. Ability to make sound judgments with respect to
practical, quantitative problems.
g. Dispositions to extend one's sensitiveness to the
quantitative as this occurs socially and to im
prove and extend one's ability to deal effectively
with the^quantitative when so encountered or dis
covered.
Evaluation of Instruction in Arithmetic— The evaluation
of results is as old as the teaching itself. Sometimes the
teaching has been more skillfully done than the evaluating and
sometimes the opposite is true. In recent years, many perti
nent suggestions have been made for improving the technic of
evaluation. Unfortunately, it sometimes seems that we are
slower in putting into effect the suggestions for improving
p
evaluation than we are the suggestions for Improving teaching.
Wilburn and Wingo says
If the efforts to improve instruction in arithmetic are
based upon the assumption that the goals of instruction are
William A. Brownell, "The Evaluation of Learning in Arith
metic," Arithmetic in General, Education. Sixteenth Yearbook,
(New York, 19^1), pp. 231-232.
2
R. L. Morton, "Teaching Arithmetic," Department of Class
room Teachers, American Educational Research Association,
(Washington, D. C, 1953), p. 25.
D. Banks Wilburn and G. Max Wingo. The Teaching of Arith-
iet.ic (Chicago, 1951), pp. 257-58.
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the mastery of computational skills and the attaining of a
high degree of proficiency in "problem-solving", then there
seems to be the necessity for few instruments of evalua
tion. Various pencil-and-paper tests will usually be
appropriate and sufficient to appraise the effectiveness
of sueh an instructional program. When instruction in
arithmetic includes goals other than achieving skill in
computation and problem-solving, the supervisor and teach
ers should develop techniques for evaluating the effective
ness of their efforts as they determine the learning ac
tivities for improving the teaching program.
In emphasizing the necessity for viewing instruction and
evaluation in arithmetic as interdependent, Brownell1 offers
the following comment:
Instruction and evaluation go hand in hand. As teachers
develop new insight into learning - its difficulties, its
stage or phases of development, the basic understandings
required for each advanced step in learning - as teachers
acquire these insights, they will employ them in approved
evaluation. And as they correct or modify their evalua
tions and devise procedures which are more comprehensive
and more penetrating, they should come upon new data of
great significance for better guidance of learning. Viewed
thus, instruction and evaluation are inseparable and mu
tually interdependent.
Trends in Arithmetic Education.— The present day concept




Teachers are coming to believe that pupils can and
should understand their arithmetic operations. Seldom
nowadays do teachers say, "This is the way to do it} get
busy and learn it." Instead, they ask, "Can you think of
a way to do it? Which of the three ways (if three ways
have been suggested) is the easiest to understand? Which
^Williams A. Brownell, "The Evaluation of Learning Arithme
tic," Arithmetic in General Education. National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, Sixteenth Yearbook (New York, 19U-1).
pp. 228-29.
John R. Clark. Notes for the Arithmetic Teacher. No. 5.
Making Algorism in Arithmetic Meaningful fWww Ynrir, 1059)',
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is shortest?11 The teacher and the class cooperate in
making progressively more mature algorisms, finally ar
riving at the standard algorism.
In the conventional school the pupils were told the basic
facts and were drilled until learned. For example, the pupil's
task was to memorize tables, usually a whole table at a time.
Morton* relates
The tendency today is to get away from the mere memo
rizing of tables. Instead, the pupil discovers the basic
facts of multiplication and division as learning units.
For example, the pupil discovers as phases of one and the
same experience that six 5's are 30, that the number of 5's
in 30 is 6, and that the number of 6's in 30 is 5. He may
arrange objects on a table, and his textbook may show
pictures of objects, in five rows, with 6 in a row. Looking
at them the other way, he sees 6 rows with 5 in a row. The
abstract symbols show five 6's, and also six 5's, which
when added, make 30. Then the division questions: How many
6's are there in 30? And how many 5's are there in 30?
are easily answered.
Some outstanding characteristics of the present-day concepts
of teaching arithmetic as stated by Spitzer are:
1. The present-day teachers of arithmetic are much con
cerned with the developing understanding of the content
of the subject.
2. Instruction in arithmetic recognizes that the subject
involves much more than the ability to compute.
3. A conscious effort is made to start instruction at the
child's level.
3 ^. Is the attempt to facilitate the use of facts and pro
cess and to give the pupil an opportunity to figure
things out instead of relying entirely on telling as
means of instruction.
■"■R. L. Morton, What Research JSavs to the TeacherT "Charac
teristics of Good Practice," National Education Association,
1953.
Herbert F. Spitzer, "Testing Instruments and Practices in
Relation to Present Concepts of Teaching Arithmetic." National
Society of Education. Fiftieth Yearbook, Part 11. (Chicago,
), pp. 186-87.
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5. Is the systematic provision for reviews and re-teaching.
Summary
The inductive and deductive approach are two methods whose
approach to the learning process involve different concepts of
the learning process, although both have their place in a
teaching situation. These methods were discussed under the
categories of laboratory or meaning theory and the drill theory.
The "drill theory" characterizes the deductive approach to
teaching and the "laboratory or meaning theory" characterizes
the inductive method as used in this study.
From the literature reviewed in this study the following
generalized statements may be formulated:
1. The pupil learns better when the situation is meaningful.
2. The teacher should guide the pupil to think creatively,
allowing the pupil to make discoveries in the process,
prove that he is understanding what he discovers.
3. Drill should follow understanding and should be pro
gressive in character.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Organization, and Treatm.eixt^ pf.I)_a_t&.— The present chapter
will present, analyze, and interpret the data pertinent to
testing the significance of the Null Hypothesis:
There is no difference in the relative effectiveness of
inductive and deductive methods of teaching arithmetic to
^+8 pupils in the seventh and eighth grades of Prentiss
Institute, Prentiss, Mississippi.
The requisite data for this research were collected and or
ganized for the purpose of analysis and interpretation under
the following captions: Ca) the data on the California Mental
Maturity Test, (tO Pre-Experimental test scores on skill, (c)
Pre-Experimental test scores on reasoning, (d) Post-Experimental
test scores on skill, (e) Post-Experimental test scores on
reasoning.
The Initial Testing Period was designed for the purpose of
equating pupils with re'spect to general intelligence, previous
achievement in arithmetic and level of performance on arithmetic
prior to the experiment. The California Short-Form Test R was
used for this purpose.
The Final Testing Period was designed for the purpose of
securing measures of the final status or change of each pupil
with reference to arithmetic achievement.
The scores made during the testing period were obtained from
18
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the two groups identified as Experimental group X and Control
group Y. Tests were scored and tabulated for each group. The
mean, median, standard deviation, standard error of the mean,
the standard error of the difference between two means and the
"t" ratio were calculated and utilized as the basis for the in
terpretation of the data. Appropriate tables and figures il
lustrative of the data were developed and are found throughout
this section.
The "Criterion of Reliability"1 of statistics involved in
the test of significance was established as Fisher's "t" of 2.66
at the one per cent level of confidence with forty-six degrees
of freedom, with reference to the data derived from the Cali
fornia Test of Mental Maturity, the Metropolitan Arithmetic
Achievement Test R and the Metropolitan Arithmetic Achievement
Test Form S,
Results of Performance on the California
Test of Mental Maturity
TptaJL MeqtaJL, Fac_£prs of the Control and ExperimentaJL
Groups.— This test was administered to sixty pupils in the
seventh and eighth grades at Prentiss Institute, Prentiss,
Mississippi. Following the tabulation of the scores it was
possible to match forty-eight participants based on the cri
terion given in Table 1.
The data in Table 1 are presented in three parts, namely,
1
xHenry E. Garrett, statistics in Psychology and Education.
(New York, 1950), pp. 186-189$ 213-217.
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(1) chronological ages, (2) mental ages and (3) grade-place
ment. The mental ages and grade-placement were derived from
the raw scores equivalent of the California Test of Mental Ma
turity and will be discussed under this heading. The chrono
logical ages will be discussed later in this study.
TABLE 1
SCORES MADE ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
AND AVAILABLE DATA OF THE TWO EQUATED GROUPS
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP X AMD CONTROL GROUP Y
OF THE FORTY-EIGHT PUPILS OF THE
PREMTIS3 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
1955-1956

































































































































































The above table reveals the data used to divide the subjects
into two groups: the Experimental group and the Control group,
21
equated as nearly as possible with respect to age, sex, general
intelligence and grade placement, to the criterion given by
the California Test of Mental Maturity - Slementary Grade *+-8,
1950 S-Form.
Mental Ages of the Experimental and Control Groina^.— The
mental ages of the twenty-four pupils in the Experimental
group ranged from a low of 86 months to a high of 137 months,
with a mean age of 112, a median age of 109.90, with a stand
ard deviation of 12.00, and a standard error of the mean of 2.H5.
The mental ages of the twenty-four pupils in the Control
group ranged from a low of 86 months to a high of 138 months,
with a mean age of 111.^9, a median age of 109.50, a standard
deviation of 21.10, with a standard error of the mean of l+.39.
Table 1 indicates that no pupils participating in the test
had a mental age equal to that of his chronological age.
TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL MENTAL AGE FACTORS ON THE
CALIFORNIA MENTAL MATURITY TEST FOR THE 1+8 PUPILS
IN THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
AT PRENTISS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Mean Median Sigma S.E.m 1^-Mp S.E.M -M? jjt"




group 111.1+9 109.50 lh. 2.85
Comparative Data and "t" Ratio Ba1?ari "n_Mental Ages.— Table
2 shows that the mean mental age on total mental factors was 112.00
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for the Experimental group and 111. 1+9 for the Control group, a
difference of .51 in favor of the Experimental group. The
median mental age score on the total mental factors was 109.90,
for the Experimental group and 109.50 for the Control; .kO in
favor of the Experimental group. The standard deviation for the
Experimental group was 12.00, for the Control group it was 1^.00,
with a difference of 2.00 in favor of the Control group. The
standard error of the mean for the Experimental group was 2.U5
and 2.85 for the Control group, with a difference of .U0 in
favor of the Control group. The standard error of the difference
between the two means was .51.
The "t" for these data was .13, which was less than the
ratio of 2.66 required for significance at the one per cent
level of confidence, Since this difference was not statistically
significant it was concluded that neither the Experimental group
nor the Control group held an advantage with reference to mental
age on the total mental factors.
lh.e_fatelljgence Grade Placement.-- The intelligence grade-
placement of the Experimental group ranged from a low of 2.6,
to a high of 6.3, with an average grade-placement of h.6» This
test revealed a grader-placement of 2.1+ lower that the actual
grades of the pupils participating in the test, who were seventh
and eighth grade pupils.
The intelligence grade-placement of the Control group ranged
from a low of 2.1 to a high of 6.2, with an average grade-place
ment of if.2. This test revealed a grade-placement of 2.8 lower
than the actual grades of the pupils participating in the test,
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who were seventh and eighth grade pupils.
a .on the Ca].ifpnirniiia .Tfest,, of Mental Maturity M. A.
language, Factors.— The data on the level of the Mental Ma-
turity of the forty-eight seventh and eighth grade pupils in
the Control and Experimental groups on the Language Factors
component are presented in Table 3.
TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF THE MENTAL AGE LANGUAGE FACTORS ON THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY FOR THE
FORTY-EIGHT PUPILS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND
CONTROL GROUPS OF THE PRENTISS INSTITUTE,
PRENTISS, MISSISSIPPI













Control Group.— The data on Language Factors component
for the Control group revealed a range of intelligence from a
low mental age of 60 to a high mental age of 1^9 months, with
a mean age of 103.20, a meadian age of 109.20, a standard de
viation of 2V.50 and a standard error of the mean of 5.11. It
is indicated that approximately k6 per cent of the Control
group scored above the mean, 33 per cent below the mean and 25
per cent scored within the class intervals of the means.
Experimental Group.— The data on Language Factors compo
nent for the Experimental group revealed a range of intelligence
from a low of 90 to a high of 139 months with a mean age of
2k
112.HO, a median age of 112.30, a standard deviation of 15.*+0
and a standard error of the mean 3.21. It is indicated that
approximately 5*+ per cent of the group scored above the mean,
21 per cent scored below the mean, and 25 per cent scored with
in the class interval of the mean.
This mental age score yielded a grade-placement of 3.8 for
the Control group and h,h for the Experimental group, both
grade-placements are below the average for the population.
Comparative _Data and "t" Ratio.— Table 3 shows a mean age
on language factors of 103.20 for the Control group and a mean
age in language factors for the Experimental group of 112.HO,
a difference of 9.20 in favor of the Experimental group. The
median age for the Control group was 109.50 and for the Ex
perimental group it was 112.30. The standard deviation for the
Control group was 2^.50 and for the Experimental group 15.^.
The standard error of the mean for the Control group was 5.11,
and for the Experimental group it was 3.21. The standard
error of difference in the two means was 1.52.
The "t11 for this data was 1.52 which was not significant
since it was less than 2.66 required at the one per cent level
of confidence. Therefore, there was not a statistically sig
nificant difference in the mental age language factors for the
Control and Experimental groups.
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity MentaJ.
Age Non-language Factors.— The data on the level of Mental
Maturity of the Non Language factors component of the Cali
fornia Test of Mental Maturity are presented in Table k.
TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THE MENTAL AGE NON-LANGUAGE FACTORS
ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY FOR THE
FORTY-EIGHT PUPILS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND
CONTROL GROUPS OF THE PRENTISS INSTITUTE,
PRENTISS, MISSISSIPPI
M. Mdn. Sigma S.E.m Mj-Mp S.E.M^-l^ "t"
Control Group 115.80 11V.50 30.©3 6.26
5.00 8.56 .63
Experimental
Group 110.20 109.50 28.10 5.8V
The Control Group.— The data on the Non-Language Factors
component for the 2V pupils in the Control group revealed a
range of Mental Ages from a low of 70 to a high of 159, with
a mean age of 110.20, a median age of 109.50, with a standard
deviation of 28.10 and a standard error of the mean of 5.8V.
It is indicated that approximately 58 per cent scored above
the mean, 25 per cent below the mean, while 17 per cent scored
within the class intervals of the mean, yielding a grade-
placement of V.V, which is below the average for the population.
The Experimental Gro^p.— The data on Non-Language Factors
component for the 2V pupils in the Control group revealed a
range of Mental tges from a low of 60 to a high of 169, with
a mean age of 115.80, a median age of llV.50, a standard de
viation of 30.03 and standard error of the mean, 6.26. It is
indicated that V2 per cent of the Experimental group scored
above the mean, 50 per cent below and eight per cent within
the class intervals of the mean, yielding a grade-placement
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of ^-A, which is below the average population.
Comparative Data and »t" Ratio.— Table k shows a mean age
on non-language factors of 108.80 for the Experimental group
and for the Control group a mean age of 115.80, a difference
of 7.00 in favor of the Control group. The median age in non-
language factors was 109.50 for the Experimental group and
llV.50 for the Control group. The standard deviation for the
Experimental group was 28.10 and for the Control group it was
30.03. The standard error of the mean was 5.83 for the Ex
perimental group and 6.26 for the Control group, with a stand
ard error of the difference in the two means of 8.56. The
slight differences were in favor of the Control group.
The "t" for this data was .63 which was not significant
since it was less than 2.66 required at one per cent level of
confidence; therefore, there was not statistically significant
difference in the mental age factors in non-language factors
for the Experimental and Control group.
Spatial Relationship as Measured by the California Tesfr of
M^taX Maturity..— The test on Spatial Relationships was di
vided into two parts, namely Sensing Right and Left and Manipu
lation of Areas called Spatial Relationships. The possible
raw score for this part of the test was 35.
Control Grpiip.-- The data on the Spatial Relationships
component of the California Test of Mental Maturity for the
Control group indicated a range from a low of 11 to a high of
3S with a mean score of 21.12, a median score of 21.0*+, a
standard deviation of 6.09, and a standard error of the mean
27
-of 1.12. Approximately ^2 per cent of the Control group
scored above the mean, U-2 per cent scored below the mean, while
16 per cent scored within the class intervals of the mean.
TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF THE SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS ON THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY FOR THE






















Experimental Grouja.— The data on the Spatial Relationships
component of the California Test of Mental Maturity for the Ex
perimental group indicated a range from a low of 11 to a high
of 3S with a mean score of 22.IV, a median score of 22.50, a
standard deviation of 6.75» and a standard error of the mean of
1.36. Approximately 50 per cent fell above the mean, 3V per
cent below the mean, while 16 per cent scored within the class
intervals of the mean.
Those who scored high in these tests indicated ability to
deal with maps, charts, and graphs as well as global concepts.
They are oriented in space relationships. They should be able
to give as well as follow directions and they should do well in
planning layout design and construction.
A low in these tests may be due to poor perception or
memory or both. However, if the unsatisfactory status is due
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to lack of opportunity rather than ability, it may be im
proved through providing adequate opportunities. The writer
is of the opinion that the low performance was due to the lack
of opportunity.
Comparative Data and flt", Ratj.p.— Table 5 shows that the
mean score for the Control group was 21.12 and for the Experi
mental group 22.11*, a difference of 1.02 in favor of the Ex
perimental group. The median score for the Control group was
21.0*+ and for the Experimental group, 22.50, a difference of
1.V6 in favor of the Experimental group. The standard devia
tion for the Control group was 6.09 and for the Experimental
group, 6.75, a difference of .66 in favor of the Experimental
group. The standard error of the mean for the Control group
was 1.12 and for the Experimental group, 1.36, a difference of
•2U, with a standard error of the difference of the two means
of 1.83.
The "t" for this data is .56, which was not a significant
difference since it was less than the required 2.66 at the one
per cent level of confidence. Therefore, there was not sta
tistically significant difference, although there was a slight
difference in favor of the Experimental group. The Experimental
and Control groups performances represent 63 per cent of all
items on Spatial Relationships.
Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Clark Willis, and Ernest W. Tiegs,
Manual, California Test of Mental Maturity. Elementary S-Form
(Los Ingeles, 195°)•
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Results on the ..California Test of Mental Maturity Numerical
Reasoning.— Table 6 presents a comparison of the data obtained
by the forty-eight pupils on the "Numerical Reasoning Component
of the California Test of Mental Maturity."
TABLE 6
A COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL REASONING ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST
OF MENTAL MATURITY FOR THE CONTROL GROUP AND THE
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP













Control Group.— The data on the Numerical Reasoning com
ponent of the test for the 2*+ pupils of the Control group
showed a range from a low of 2 to a high of 15, with a mean
score of 7.76, a median score of 7.50, with a standard devia
tion of 1.36, and a standard error of the mean, .28. Approxi
mately ^6 per cent of the Control group scored above the mean,
20 per cent below the mean, while 3^ per cent scored within
the class intervals of the mean.
Experimental Group.— The data on the Numerical Reasoning
component of the test for the 2>+ pupils of the Experimental
group showed a range from a low of 5 to a high of 13, with a
mean score of 6.92, a median score of 6.50, with a standard
deviation of 1.11, and a standard error of the mean .23. Ap
proximately 33 1/3 per cent of the Experimental group scored
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above the mean, 33 1/3 per cent scored below the mean, while
33 1/3 per cent scored within the class intervals of the mean.
Comparative Data and "t" Ratio*— Table 6 shows that the
mean score for the Control group was 7.76 and for the Experi
mental group 6.92, a difference of .Qh in favor of the Control
group. The median score for the Control group was 7.50 and
for the Experimental group 6.50, with a difference of 1.00 in
favor of the Control group. The standard deviation for the
Control group was 1.36 and for the Experimental group 1.11,
with a difference of .25 in favor of the Control group. The
standard error of the mean for the Control group was .28 and
for the Experimental group .23, with a difference of .05 in
favor of the Control group.
The data indicated that the Control group scored higher
than the Experimental group, the larger standard deviation for
the Control group showed a wider spread of ability than that
of the Experimental group.
The "t" for these data was .23 which was not a significant
difference since it was less than the required 2.66 at one per
cent level of confidence. Therefore, there was not a statis
tically significant difference between the two groups on
numerical reasoning.
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity Verbal
Concepts.— Table 7 presents a comparison of the data obtained
by the two groups of seventh and eighth grade pupils on the




COMPARISON OF THE VERBAL CONCEPTS ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST
OF MENTAL MATURITY FOR THE TWO GROUPS OF THE FORTY-BIGHT
PUPILS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS
. M Mdn. Sigma S.E.w, E^-M? S.E.M.j-Mg "t"
Control Group 10.00 8.33 1.63 .32
.63 «0M+ .18
Experimental
Group 10.63 9.20 1.58 .31
Control OrpBp.— The data on the Verbal Concepts component
for the 2h pupils of the Control group indicated a range from
a low of zero to a high of 20, with a mean score of 10.00, a
median score of 8.33, a standard deviation of 1.63, and a
standard error of the mean .05. Approximately 53 per cent of
the Control group scored above the mean, *+2 scored below the
mean, while 5 per cent scored within the class intervals of the
mean.
Ejxperimental Group.— The data on the Verbal Concepts com
ponent for the 2^ pupils of the Experimental group indicated a
range from a low of three to a high of 20 with a mean score of
10.63, a median of 9.20, a standard deviation of 1.58 and a
standard error of the mean .OM*. Approximately 37 per cent of
the Experimental group scored above the mean, U-2 per cent below
the mean and 21 per cent scored within the class intervals of
the mean.
fiflnmsratlve Data and "t'» Ratio of.Verbal Concepts-— Table
7 shows the mean score for the Control group was 10.00 and for
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the Experimental group 10.63, a difference of .63 in favor of
the Experimental group. The median score for the Control group
was 8.33 and for the Experimental group 9.20, a difference of
.87 in favor of the Experimental group. The standard deviation
for the Control group was 1.63 and for the Experimental group
1.58, with a wider spread of range of ability for the Control
group. The standard error of the mean for the Control group
was .32 and for the Experimental group .31, with a standard
difference of the mean .0M+.
The "t" for this data is .18, which was not a significant
difference, since it was less than the required 2.66 at one per
cent level of confidence. Therefore, there was not statis
tically significant difference between the Experimental and
Control groups on Verbal Reasoning.
Results on, the California Te.srt. of MerytaJL Maturity LogicaJ.
Reasoning.—• Table 8 presents a comparison of the scores ob
tained by the two groups of the seventh and eighth grade pupils,
the Control and Experimental group on the "Logical Reasoning"
component for the California Test of Mental Maturity.
Control Group.— The data on the Logical Reasoning com
ponent of the California Mental Maturity Test for the Control
group indicated a range from a low of three to a high of 29,
with a mean score of l8.?6, a median score of 19.75, a standard
deviation of 5*55^ and a standard error of the means of 1.12.
Approximately h6 per cent of the Control group scored above the
mean, 37 per cent scored below the mean, while 17 per cent
scored within the class intervals of the mean.
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Experimental Group.— The data on Logical Reasoning com
ponent for the Experimental group indicated a range from a low
of three to a high of 26, with a mean score of 16.99, a median
score of 16.5S a standard deviation of 5.82, and a standard
error of the mean of 1.66. Approximately 33 1/3 per cent of
the Experimental Group scored above the mean, 33 1/3 per cent
scored below the mean, while 33 1/3 scored within the class
intervals of the mean.
TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF LOGICAL REASONING ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST
OF MENTAL MATURITY FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL AND
CONTROL GROUPS
M . Mdn. Sigma S.E.p, M-j -M2 S.E'.M-j-Mp "t"
Control Group 18.76 19.75 5.55 1.12
1.77 1.66 1.07
Experimental
Group 16.99 16.51* 5.82 1.21
Comparative Data of Logical Reasoning.— The test on Logical
Reasoning was divided into two parts namely, Similarities and
Inference. The data presented below are of the two parts. The
highest possible score for this part of the test was 30. Ac
cording to the test results, the Control group's performance
was 51 per cent of the total score, whereas the Experimental
group's was **9 per cent of the total scores. Table 8 indicates
a mean score of 18.76 for the Control group and 16.99 for the
Experimental group. The median score for the control group was
19.75 and for the Experimental group, l6«5k. The standard de
viation for the control group was 5*55 and for the Experimental
3k
group, 5.82. The standard error of the mean was 1.12 for the
Control group and 1.21 for the Experimental group. The stand
ard error of the difference between the two means was 1.66,
with a "t" ration of 1.07. Therefore, there was no significant
difference in the two groups. The slight favor in the Control
group was not a statistically significant difference between
the two groups on Logical Reasoning.
The Chronological Ages of the Control and Experimental
Groups.— Table 9 presents data of the chronological ages of
the pupils participating in the experiment.
TABLE 9
COMPARISON BETWEEN CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF THE FORTY-EIGHT
PUPILS IN THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS OF THE
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH.GRADES OF PRENTIS^S INSTITUTE,
PRENTISS, MISSISSIPPI, 1955-1956
Mean Median Sigma S.E.m M1-Mp S.D.M. "t»
Control Group 166.10 159.10 13.20 2.75
1.70 5.18 .33
Experimental
Group 167.80 159*50 21.10 ^.39
The chronological ages of the twenty-four pupils in the
Experimental group ranged from a low of 132 months to a high of
200 months, with a mean age in months of 165.10, a median age
of 159.50, a standard deviation of 13.20, and a standard error
of the mean of 2.75.
The chronological ages of the twenty-four pupils in the
Control group ranged from a low of 126 months to a high of 200
months, with a mean age in months of 167.80, a median of 159.50,
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a standard deviation of l*+.00 and a standard error of the mean
of 2.85.
Table 1 indicates that no pupil participating in the test
performances had a mental age equal to that of his chrono
logical age. The mean ages for both the Experimental and Con
trol groups are of such nature as to enable one to predict
that these pupils will not achieve at a high level.
Comparative Data and "t" Ratio of the Chronological Ape.?.—
Table 9 shows the chronological ages of the two groups in terms
.of months. The mean ages of the Experimental group and Control
group were 167.80 and 166.10 respectively, with a difference
of 1.70 in favor of the Experimental group. The median age for
the Experimental group was 159.50 and for the Control group,
159.10. The standard deviation for the Experimental group was
21.10 and for the Control group, 13.20. The standard error of
the mean was U.39 for the Experimental group and 2.75 for the
Control group, with a standard error of the difference between
the two means of 5.18.
The "t" for these data was .33 which was not a significant
difference since it was less than the required 2.66 at the one
per cent level of confidence. Therefore, there was not a sta
tistically significant difference in chronological age between
the two groups.
The chronological mean age shows an average of 13 years 9
months for both groups, which is a normal age level for the
seventh and eighth grade pupils.
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Pre-Experiments] Test Scores Metropolitan
Advanced Arithmetic Form R Sk±J)a
Results of the Performance on the Metropolitan Arithmetic
Test for the Experimental and CgntrgXJiro}ms.—~ The data of the
level of arithmetic achievement for the forty-eight pupils in
the Control and Experimental groups are presented in figure 1,
which presents a comparison of the scores obtained by the two
groups in a frequency polygon.
Co.ntrol Grpuj).— The data for the Control group indicated
that the scores ranged from a low of 0 to a high of 26, with a
mean score of 9.6l, a median score 10.10, with a standard de
viation of 6.33 and the standard error of the mean .35. Ap
proximately 3*+ per cent of the group scored above the mean,
>+5 per cent scored below the mean and 21 per cent scored within
the class intervals of the mean, yielding a grade placement of
5.9» which is below the average population.
Experimental Gro^p.— The data for the Experimental group
indicated that the scores ranged from a low of 0 to a high of
26, with a mean score of 10.2*+, a median score of 10.50, with
a standard deviation of 6.09 and a standard error of the mean
of 1.29. Approximately k2 per cent of the group scored above
the mean, ^6 per cent scored below the mean and 12 per cent
scored within the class intervals of the mean, yielding a grade
placement of 6.0, which is below the average population.
Comparative,.Data of Arithmetics airnfr... Table 10 shows the
mean score on arithmetic skills was 9.6l for the Control group















































































































































































in favor of the Experimental group. The median score was 10.10
for the Control group and 10.50 for the Experimental group, a
difference of .hO in favor of the Experimental group. The
standard deviation for the Control group was 6.33 and for the
Experimental group it was 6.09. The standard error of the mean
for the Control group was 1.35 and 1.29 for the Sxperimental
group. The difference between the two means was 1.86.
The "t" for this data was .28, which was not a significant
difference according to the one per cent level of confidence.
Therefore, the difference in the Control group and the Experi
mental group was not a statistically significant difference
between the two groups on the initial arithmetic skills.
TABLE 10
COMPARISON TABLE OF THE INITIAL TEST SCORES ON THE
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST ADVANCED ARITHMETIC
FORM R SKILLS
Mean Median Sigma S.E.^ 3%-Mp S.E.M^-Mg "t"
Control Group 10.2V 10.50 6.09 1.29
.53 1.86 .28
Experimental
Group 9.16 10.10 6.33 1.35
Pre-Experimental Test Scores Metropolitan Advanced
Arithmetic Form R - Reasonjn£
Results of the Performance on the Metropolitan Arithmetic
lest_for the Experimental and Control Groups.— The data on the
level of arithmetic achievement reasoning problems of the forty-
eight pupils in the Control and Sxperimental groups are presented
in Figure 2, which presents a comparison frequency distribution
of the scores obtained by the two groups in a polygon.
i f
Experimental
Control - - - -
No. of
Pupils
0 l 3 5 7 9 11 13 15
Scale of Scores
Frequency Polygon of Reason Problems
Metropolitan Advanced Arithmetic Form R
.-- The data for the Control group indicated
that the scores ranged from a low of 0 to a high of 11, with a
mean score of 3.1*2, a median score of 3.81*, wlth a standard de
viation of 3.5V and a standard error of the mean .75. Approxi
mately 21 per cent of the group scored above the mean, 58 per
cent scored below the mean, while 21 per cent scored within the
class intervals of the mean. The mean score for the reasoning
problems indicated a grade-placement of 5.if, which is below the
average population.
.-- The data for the Experimental group
indicated that the scores ranged from a low of 0 to a high of
15, with a mean score of 1.75, a median score of 1.50, with a
standard deviation of 3.5^, and a standard error of the mean of
.75. Approximately 50 per cent of the group scored above the
mean and 50 per cent scored below the mean. The mean score for
the reasoning problems indicated a grade placement of if.2, which
was below the norm of the Metropolitan Arithmetic test which is
11 and 15 respectively.
TABLE 11
COMPARISON IN ARITHMETIC REASONING PROBLEMS INITIAL
■ TEST ON THE ADVANCED ARITHMETIC FORM R OF THE
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST FOR THE CONTROL
AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Median Sigma S.E.m M-; -Mp S.E.Mj^-Mo "t"
Control Group 3. ^2 3.82 3.51+ .75
w . 'k2 -37 .092
Experimental
Group 1.75 1.50 3.51+ ^
Q.o.mparatlv_e Data and "t", Ratfo.-- Table 11 shows that the
mean raw score on the Metropolitan Advanced Arithmetic Test
Form R, for the Control group on initial reasoning problems
was 3.^2 and for the Experimental group was 1.75, a difference
of 1.67 in favor of the Control group. The median score for
the Control group was 3.82 and for the Experimental group 1.50,
at difference of 2.32 in favor of the Control group. The
standard deviation of the Control group was 3.5*4- and for the
Experimental group 3.5^. The standard error of the mean was
.75 for the Control group and .75 for the Experimental group.
The standard difference between the two means was .37.
The "t" for these data was .092 which was not significant
since it was less than the required 2.66 at the one per cent
level of confidence. Therefore, the difference in arithmetic
reasoning problems was not statistically significant. For the
practical purposes of this research the two groups previous
arithmetic achievement was equal.
The Program of Instruction and Post-Experimental Scores
The General Characteristics_of the Program of ln
PX.the Nin.e, Weeks,.-- The pupils in both groups were given in
struction on planned basis of forty-minute daily periods. In
adequate supply of supplementary books and materials were
available for the pupils to use. The activities for the group
were centered around the following:
1. Used graphs to show facts, such as rainfall, tempera
ture, heights and measurements
2. Measured and drew scales of various things
3. Facts of measurements of perimeter, areas, volume
learned "by measurements and demonstration
*+. Pupils made bills and receipts of actual purchases
5. Reviewed the four fundamental processes
6. Made posters
7. Worked per centages and decimals
8. Used work "books
Description of the Methods of Procedure*— During the
forty-five minutes of the first period of instruction, the
program of work dealt with instructional materials, which had
as its objective the promoting of fundamental developments, in
the deductive and inductive methods of teaching. The achieve
ment of these approaches were measured after the termination
of the nine weeks period.
The Description of Specific Activities of the Group.—
The first week the activities were planned more or less with
the groups. The initial days were devoted to guiding the
pupils into some phases of work which they thought were most
essential along with what was required. The following things
were suggested by the groups:
1. To continue the use of graphs
2. To use measurements of geometric figures
3. To continue the study of fractions
h. Review the fundamentals
5. To work per centages and decimals
From these suggestions the investigator planned her daily
lessons by finding problem situations whereas the outlined
program of work was utilized.
The deductive (Control) group were taught each fact di
rectly and separately with opportunities to discover relation
ships held to a minimum. The inductive (ibcperimental) group
were guided in the discovery of generalization in their learn
ing and in correcting errors. The rules and principles were
not formulated for the pupils, but they showed their dis
coveries by making statements of their findings and formulating
rules as a result of the findings.
The post-experimental test was administered after the
termination of nine weeks. The Metropolitan Advanced Arithme
tic Test Form S was used for this purpose. The results of the
test scores will be discussed and illustrated in this section
of the study.
Post-Experimental Test Scores
Results on the Metropolitan Test in Skills Advanced Arith
metic Form S.— The data on the level of arithmetic achieve
ment skills of the forty-eight pupils in the Control and Ex
perimental groups are presented in Figure 3, which presents a
comparison of the frequency distribution of the scores obtained
by the two groups.
Control Group.— The data for the Control group indicated
that the scores ranged from a low 0 to a high of 26, with a
mean score of 11.7S a median score of 11.92 with a standard
deviation of 6.93 and a standard error of the mean of l.h?.
Approximately 29 per cent scored above the mean, h6 per cent
scored below the mean and 25 per cent scored within the class
Experimental
Control - - - - -










Frequency Distribution of law Scores on Metropolitan
Advanced Arithmetic Form S for Control and Experimental
Groups
intervals of the mean, yielding a grade placement of 6.2 which
is below the average grade placement norm of the Metropolitan
Mvanced Arithmetic Test.
E^p.e.r.iment;a,3. Group.— The data for the Experimental group
indicated that the scores ranged from a low of 0 to a high of
32, with a mean score of 10.36, a median of 10.75, with a
standard deviation of 8A3 and a standard error of the mean
1.79. Approximately 3*+ per cent of the group scored above
the mean, 1+6 per cent below the mean, and 20 per cent within
the class intervals of the mean, yielding a grade placement
of 6.1 which is below the average grade placement norm of the
Metropolitan Mvanced Arithmetic test Form s.
TABLE 12
COMPARISON TABLE ON THE METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
ADVANCED FORM R ARITHMETIC SKILLS FOR THE CONTROL AND
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS FINAL TEST
Mean Median Sigma S.E.m %-Mg a.B.Mj-jfHftM
Control Group 10.36 10.75 8A3 1.79
Experimental U38 1'73 '80
Group 11.7*4- U.92 6.93 \.hy _
Cojasarative Data of the Arithmetic Ski],la.— Table 12
shows that the mean raw score on the Metropolitan Advanced
Arithmetic Test Form S, for the Control group was 11.7h and
for the Experimental group 10.36, with a difference of 1.38
in favor of the Control group. The median score for the Con
trol group was 11.91 and for the Experimental group, 10.75,
with a difference of 1.17 in favor of the Control group. The
k6
standard deviation for the Control group was 6.93 and 8.1+3 for
the Experimental group. The standard error of the mean for
the Control group was I.k7 and 1.79 for the Experimental group,
with a standard error of the difference between the two means
of 1.73.
The "t" for these data was .80 which was less than the rate
of 2.66 required for significances at the one per cent level of
confidence. Therefore, the difference in arithmetic skills was
not statistically significant.
Post-Experimental Test Scores Reasoning Skill Problems
on the
'-~ The data on the post-
test level of achievement of the forty-eight pupils partici
pating in the experiment are presented in Figure U-, which pre
sents a comparison of the frequency distribution of the scores
obtained by the two groups, the Control and Experimental.
Control Group.— The data for the Control group scores
ranged from a low of 0 to a high of 13. The mean raw score
was k.8h, a median score of V^, with a standard deviation of
3.50 and a standard error of the mean .7^. It is indicated
that approximately 29 per cent of the group scored above the
mean, h6 per cent scored below the mean, while 25 per cent
scored within the class intervals of the mean. The mean score
yielded a grade-placement of 5.8 which is below the norm of the
Metropolitan Advanced Arithmetic Test Form S.
Experimental,
Control - - -








Frequency Distribution of Raw Scores Made on the Metropolitan
Advanced Arithmetic Test by the Control and Experimental Group
1*8
*-- Th® <iata for the Experimental group
scores ranged from a low of 0 to a high of 17, with a mean raw
score of ^.92, a median score of k.8h, with a standard devia
tion of 3.98 and a standard error of the mean of .85. It is
indicated that approximately 29 per cent of the group scored
above the mean, ^6 per cent scored below the mean, while 25
per cent scored within the class intervals of the mean. The
mean score yielded a grade-placement 5.8, which is below the
norm of the Metropolitan Mvanced Arithmetic test Form s.
TABLE 13
COMPARISON OF ARITHMETIC REASONING PROBLEMS-FINAL TEST
ADVANCED ARITHMETIC FORM 3 OF THE METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVEMENT TEST FOR THE CONTROL AND
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Control Group 1+«81+ if.81+ 3.50 .7*+ "~"~
Experimental '°8 1M '71
Group 1+.92 h.8k 3.98 .85
ta of the,, Arithmetic_Reasonin^^mj^M^ggj^j^.—
Table 13 shows the mean raw score on the Metropolitan Advanced
Arithmetic Test Form S, for the Control group l+.8lf and for the
Experimental if.92, a difference of .08 in favor of the Experi
mental group. The median for the Control group was if.8*+ and
for the Experimental group lf.8lf. The standard deviation for
the Control group was 3.50 and for the Experimental group, 3.98,
a difference of .1+8 in favor of the Experimental group. The
standard error of the mean for the Control group was .71+ and
for the Experimental group it was .85, with a standard difference
in the two means of 1.13.
The Mt" for these data was .71 which was not significant
since it was less than the required 2.66 at the one per cent
level of confidence} therefore, the difference in arithmetic
reasoning problems was not statistically significant.
3e^^
Afflg. — There were two main objectives in the treatment of the
data of this research, to wit: (1) to determine the significant
difference, if any, in arithmetic achievement between the group
of subjects studied, comprised of the forty-eight pupils of
the Prentiss Institute Elementary School (2) to determine the
degree of correlation, if any, between the scores obtained by
the subjects on arithmetic achievement and mental ages.
The correlations which were found to be present are presented
in Table ih.
TABLE
THE CORRELATION DERIVED FROM MENIAL AGES ON THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY AND THE
METROPOLITAN ARITHMETIC SCORES FOR THE
CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS
Arithmetic scores of the
Control and Experimental
Groups
Mental ages of the Con
trol group and arithme
tic scores










3fteiH»Between the Arithmetic._Final Scores an,d Mentaj._ Ages.—
Table lh reveals the data on the between scores obtained on
the Metropolitan Arithmetic Achievement Test Form S and mental
ages obtained by the California Test of Mental Maturity. The
were found as follows: the Metropolitan Arithmetic scores for
the Control and Experimental group, the"fa was .81+ and the
standard error of the*> was ,05V. TheTt*. for the Control group,
mental ages and arithmetic scores was .98 and the standard
error of the*F was .009. The»» for the Experimental group,
mental ages and arithmetic scores was .98, and the standard
error of the *t» was .009.
The correlation between the scores made on the Arithmetic
Test for the Control and Experimental groups revealed a very
high relationship. The arithmetic scores as obtained by the
Metropolitan Advanced Arithmetic Test Form S and the mental
ages obtained by the California Test of Mental Maturity in
dicated a high relationship for the Control and Experimental
groups respectively.
There was no statistically significant difference in the
two groups in arithmetic achievement and no statistically sig
nificant difference in arithmetic scores and mental ages for
the Control and Experimental groups.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introductory Statement.— The difficulties pupils experi
ence in arithmetic may be traced to a variety of causes. Numer
ous studies have been conducted which reveal certain of the
typical errors and difficulties pupils encounter in arithmetic.
These studies have led some teachers of arithmetic to attempt
to improve their teaching procedures. Other investigations
have shown that inadequate study habits, rather than failure to
master subject matter, are often the cause of failure to achieve
in arithmetic, and that it is necessary to pay much attention
to the development of effective study habits as to the procedure
for presentation of instructional materials. Further, it now
appears that there is not much transfer of learning from one
situation to another - while many things are learned simul
taneously, every one of these learnings must be oriented toward
the needs, interests, and the problems of the learner. While
few people would doubt the value of developing the social sig
nificance of arithmetic, the need for developing arithmetic
meanings does not appear to be as readily apparent. This is
especially true of developing abilities in reading, reasoning,
concept formation, closure, and the meanings of mathematics.
The phase of mental action involved in building a thought
pattern constitute a behavior. Learning demands change in
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behavior. Behaviors result from an introductory stimulus, a
disposition to respond to the stimulus, a response-stimulus,
and a consequential end-result. Behaviors produce meanings, or
identify relations which constitute meaning. When meanings are
comprehended the individual possesses concepts. Arithmetic
concepts emerge from differentiation, discrimination, and inte
gration - they are dependent upon experience. Therefore,
learning is operative when it is available for continued use -
operative learning is the outcome of a program of experiencing.
i mode of thinking is developed whereby the learner is able to
deal effectively with quantitative relations, exercise judgment,
conceptualize, infer while making adjustments to his quantita
tive environment. Operative learning must be placed at the
learners level and related, by the learner, to himself and, by
the teacher, to his developmental program. Hence, learning is
facilitated by building larger concepts, wholes, closures, in
tegration, use and re-appearances and utilizing the potentiali
ties of intelligence and maturation. Thus, a well organized
program of arithmetic education includes experiences of a social,
sensory-aids, and arithmetical aspect. These experiences should
proceed from the natural direct experience, to the contrived
experience, and to the activity experience.
Two contrasting methods of teaching arithmetic need to be
re-examined in the light of this rationale. For now it appears
desirable that arithmetic be presented as something which is
not fixed, final, or sacrosanct. Rather, it appears that
learners should be encouraged to experiment with different ways
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of arriving at answers, and gain understanding of the way num
bers behave thereby. The inductive approach to study and
teaching is an experimental approach. It permits the learner
to make discoveries himself, and encourages him to think crea
tively and scientifically. It assumes that it is far better
for the learner to make discoveries for himself and, in the
process, prove that he understands the basis of the number sys
tem. The deductive approach to study and teaching is quite
different. 1 rule, principle, or generalization is presented,
with or without explanation. With this approach, it is the in
tention that the learner remembers the rule, principle, or
generalization and apply it when needed in specific computation.
On the one hand the inductive method provides opportunity for
the learner to gather data, observe, study, experiment, and
discover laws, rules, generalizations, and principles which he,
in turn, applies to new data. On the other hand, the deductive
method is based upon the presentation of laws, rules, generali
zations, and principles which others have formulated and which
the learner now seeks to apply.
Purpose oJLJLhe—3tu.dy..— The major purpose of this study was
to test, by utilization of the experimental approach, the follow
ing null-hypothesis: There is no difference in the relative
effectiveness of inductive and deductive methods of teaching
arithmetic to pupils enrolled at the Prentiss Institute, Pren-
tiss, Mississippi. More specifically, the purposes of this
study were:
a. To structure methods of study and teaching which are, by
5*+
definition, inductive and deductive in nature;
b. To instruct two groups of pupils in one of the methods
of study and teaching;
c. To discover the extent of competency attained by the
two groups during a nine-week experimental period.
Locale of the Study.— The data for this study were col
lected at the Prentiss Institute, Prentiss, Mississippi.
Period of Study.— The study was conducted during the second
semester of the 1955-56 school term, and extended over a period
of nine weeks.
Subjects Involved.— The subjects involved were forty-eight
seventh and eighth grade pupils enrolled at the Prentiss Insti
tute, Prentiss, Mississippi.
Method of Resj,,arch.— The experimental method was utilized,
employing the technique of parallel grouping, testing, and
statistical treatment of the data.
V.alue, of the Study.— A study of this nature has value as
it reflects in the improvement of competency developed by stu
dents, instructional procedures utilized by teachers, and ad
ministrative provisions structured by supervisors and principals.
The findings of this study may be of value as they reflect in
the continuing program of the school, and in further meeting
the needs, serving the interests, and providing satisfying op
portunities to students for solutions of their problems.
Experiment&X_ de^sj^gn z
1. The literature was reviewed for the purpose of gaining
insight, meaning, implications, and understanding of
possible ramifications of the developing philosophy of
arithmetic education, developing purposes of arithmetic
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education, developing methodology of arithmetic education,
developing areas of instructional materials 5 developing
programs of evaluation procedure in arithmetic education,
and to identify researches of especial concern which are
pertinent to this study.
2. A pre-test was administered for the purpose of establishing
the level of competence attained by the subjects prior to
the experiment. The Metropolitan Achievement Test, Arithme
tic, Form R was used for this purpose.
3. The California Test of Mental Maturity was administered for
the purpose of equating the subjects into an experimental '
and control group.
5+. The Control and Experimental groups will be taught for a
period of nine weeks, forty-five minutes each day, in
separate groups, using the inductive method with one group
(the Experimental group) and the deductive method with the
other group (the Control group).
5. A Post-test was administered for the purpose of ascertaining
the level of competence achieved by the two groups at the
termination of the experimental period. The Metropolitan
Achievement Test, Arithmetic, Form S was used.for this
purpose.
6. The data was tabulated, organized, and statistically treated,
using essential statistical measures such as the mean,
standard deviation, standard error of the mean, standard
error of the differences between means, and Fisher's "tM«
Summary, of Belated, literature.-- The literature reviewed which
was pertinent to this study involved consideration of the following
areas 1 the developing purposes of arithmetic education! the de
veloping areas of instructional materialsj the developing method
ology of arithmetic education! and the developing programs of evalu
ative procedures in arithmetic education. This literature is sum-
mated below.
Brownell identified three major theories of the teaching of
arithmetic? the "drill theory," the "incidental learning theory,"
and the flmeaning theory." He asserts that the meaning theory is
most consistent with modern educational theory and philosophy, and
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with the findings of modern psychology. Brownell defines the
meaning theory as a theory which conceives of arithmetic as a
closely knit system of understandings, ideas, principles, and
processes*
McLellan and Dewey, referring specifically to the philosophy
of arithmetic teaching, stressed the importance of teaching for
meanings and understanding. Caswell and Foshay, in differenti
ating between drill and meaning theory, stated that the role of
skill training and teaching for meanings are essentially in
different directions, "While old fashioned drill neither assumes
proficiency in a skill nor fosters interest on the part of the
learner, nevertheless recurring opportunities to engage in the
activity in which skill is sought is absolutely necessary to
attain high-level proficiency. Skill cannot be attained by the
laying on of hands or by wishful thinking."
Burton holds that practice (drill) has two essential fea
tures: (a) the integrative phase in which perception of the
meaning is developed, and (b) the repetitive, a phase in which
precision is developed through refining and facilitating under
standings. Thiele, in supporting the meanings approach, de
clared that great reliance should be placed upon the child's
discovery for himself of the meanings and relationships between
numbers. In further support for himself of the meaning and re
lationships between numbers and of this meaningful approach to
number teaching, Buswell, Brownell, and John state that much use
should be made of the procedure through which the child is di
rected towards learning a particular process or fact through the
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performance of a carefully planned sequence or series of steps
involving concrete experiences which are followed by the identi
fication of certain characteristics which are common to the re
lations which exist between numbers.
Morton has stated that "the major trouble with the drill or
practice which was provided in the old-fashioned school was that
it became before meaning had been developed. Drill should fol
low, not precede, the development of meanings. Spencer expressed
the opinion that "children should be led to make their own in
vestigations and to draw their own inferences. They should be
told as little as possible and be permitted to discover as much
as possible." Again, Brownell and Hendrickson, in discussing the
place of repetitive practice, indicate "The fundamental method
of teaching some factual material, most symbols, and arbitrary
associations in general, remains, as always, the administration
of repetitive practice. This statement holds regardless of the
way in which children learn these materials. Wilburn cites a
weakness of the drill theory of teaching as involving the fact
that the children must depend on the teacher to direct their at
tention to each new number fact. The experience of receiving
each new response directly from the teacher offers the pupils
few opportunities to develop any method of thinking which they
can use and apply in examining new number ideas. As a result,
the pupils have no other resource than memorization of the number
facts which the teacher has dictated to them.
Spitaer has identified five outstanding characteristics of
the present concept of meanings in teaching arithmetics
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(1) developing understanding of the content of the subjectj (2)
recognition that the subject involves much more than the ability
to compute§ (3) starting instruction at the child's level* (h)
facilitating the use of facts and processes through giving the
pupils an opportunity to figure things out instead of relying
entirely on telling as a means of instruction! and (5) the
systematic provision of reviews and re-teaching.
Recapitulation .of Findings.— A summation of the findings
derived from the data presented in this study is presented
below s
1. The intelligence or mental ability levels of the two
groups, the Control and Experimental groups, was marked
ly below that of the group on which the tests used in
this study were standardized, and indicated a marked
retardation from the expected mental maturity level.
More specifically, the data indicated that?
a. The Control group had reached a mental maturity
level with the "norm" of the grade placement index,
as follows:
1. A grade placement of h.2 on Total Mental Factor
2. A grade placement of 3.8 on Language Factors
3. A grade placement of k,k on Non-Language Factors
b. The Experimental group had reached a mental maturity
of level with the "norm" of the grade placement in
dex as followss
1. A grade placement of 3.8 on Total Mental Factors
2. A grade placement of k,h on Language Factors
3. A .grade placement of *+.*+ on Non-Language Factors
2, Both the Control and Experimental groups, had reached a
chronological age level which was far above their mental
age as follows:
a. The Mean Chronological age for the Control group
was 13 years *+ months, whereas the Mean mental
age was 9 years 3 months! a difference of h years.
b. The Mean Chronological age for the Experimental
group was 13 years 3 months, whereas their mean
mental age was 9 years 3 months, a difference of
•+ years.
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3. There was no statistically significant difference be
tween the Experimental and Control groups on areas of
the mental maturity test either in Spatial Relation
ships, Numerical Reasoning, Verbal Concepts, or Logical
Reasoning. The highest raw scores, however, were made
in the area of Spatial Relationships, which represented
63 per cent of all the performances.
*+. The obtained grade placement in the area of arithmetic
achievement indicated a retardation of from one to two
years from the norm of expectancy established for pupils
of this age and grade placement. More specifically, it
was found that:
a. The Control group tended towards a retardation in
arithmetic reasoning, with a grade placement of 5.6,
on the initial test.
b. The Experimental group tended towards a retardation
in arithmetic reasoning, falling below the Control
group, with a grade placement of *+.2 on the initial
arithmetic reasoning tests.
c. The Control and Experimental groups attained a grade
placement level of 5.9 and 6.0 on the initial test
for "Fundamentals of Arithmetic."
d. The Control and Experimental groups attained a grade
placement of 5.8 and 5.8 on the final test of arith
metic reasoning.
e. The Control and Experimental groups attained a grade
placement of 6.2 and 6.1 on the final test for
"Arithmetic Fundamentals."
5. There were no statistically significant differences re
vealed as to the effectiveness of the "inductive" and
"deductive11 methods of teaching the Control and Experi
mental groups.
Conclusions.— The findings of this study appear to warrant
the following conclusions:
1. The Control and Experimental groups utilized in this
study were at an equal level of mental development prior
to the beginning of the experimental study. There was a
slight, but statistically insignificant difference in
the raw scores and derived I. Q. equivalents of the two
groups, in favor of the Experimental group. Hence, it
can be said that these groups, insofar as mental maturity
is concerned, was a matched group, equated according to
mental maturity.
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2. There appears to be neither an advantage nor a disad
vantage to these groups insofar as chronological age is
concerned, since the differences in chronological ages
were found to be slight, and statistically insignificant.
3. Achievement in "skills" and "reasoning" occurred at the
same level in both groups; there were no statistically
significant differences in achievement in either the
initial or post-testing periods.
i+. The "inductive" and ^deductive" methods of teaching
arithmetic utilized in this study were equally effective?
achievement, or lack of it, in arithmetic did not appear
to be a function of teaching method.
Implications.— On the basis of the findings and conclusions
identified, the following implications appear pertinents
1. Apparently, the program for the teaching of arithmetic
in the Prentiss Institute for the first six grades has
been relatively ineffective, since the seventh and
eighth grade pupils are unable to operate at the level
of expectancy for these grades.
2. There appears need for the teachers in the Prentiss In
stitute to consider the development of appropriate arith
metic activities designed for a group of pupils whose
chronological ages exceed their mental ages, and whose
total mental maturity is somewhat below that expected,
when compared with the norms of groups for whom certain
tests have been standardized.
3. Conceivably, a progressively expanding testing program
at the Prentiss Institute might reveal certain facts or
data which would be helpful in providing the base for
an optimum teaching-learning situation. The extent to
which the levels of achievement and total mental maturity
ascertained in this study is an artifact of pupil ig
norance of testing procedures eannot be identified in
the present study.
*f. There appeared to be an inadequate understanding or grasp
of meanings in the pupils as to the fundamentals of arith
metic, and the processes involved in reasoning. It may
well be that the teachers who work with these pupils
have not taught In terms of the development of meanings
and of reasoning abilities.
5. There will not emerge statistically significant dif
ferences in achievement among these pupils when taught
by different methods.
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— The findings of this research appear to
warrant the following recommendations:
1. That parents, teachers and principal be informed on the
findings pertaining to this study on the level of arith
metic achievement for this study offers objective evi
dence on this controversial problem as pertains to this
group of pupils.
2. That further research in this area be initiated with
emphasis on studying the two methods with other stan
dardized tests as the criterion for measurement.
3. That the elementary teachers conduct additional studies
on the teaching of arithmetic in a practical and meaning
ful way.
h. That the testing program initiated in 1955-1956 be con
tinued and the results further utilized.
5. That additional studies be conducted to ascertain the
relationship, if any, between achievement in arithmetic
and mental abilities of the parent population from which
the subjects of this study were drawn.
6. That the program of arithmetic instruction in the
Prentiss Institute be scientifically evaluated and/or
reorganized so as to operate at the level of mental
abilities of its pupil clientele, and in terms of their
level of performance.
TABLE 15
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM THE RESULTS OF THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY FOR






































































































SUMMARY OF DATA DERIYED FflOM RESULTS ON THE METROPOLITAN
ADVANCED MITHMETIC TEST FORM E AND S
, Mean Median Sigma S.E»m Mean Median Sigma S.E.m .S.B.M-^M^ _"t"_
Skills Form R 9.16 10.10 6.33 1.35 10.hO 10.50 6.98 1.29 1.86 .28
Reasoning From 1 3A2 3.8V 3.5^ .75 1.75 1.50 3.5h .75 .37 .092
Skills Form S 11.7*+ 11.92 6.93 1.^6 10.36 10.75 8.^3 1.79 1.73 .80
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Test of Mental Maturity
Devised by
ELIZABETH T. SULLIVAN, WILLIS W. CLARK, AND ERNEST W. TIEGS
INSTRUCTIONS TO PUPILS:
This is a test of mental maturity In taking it you will show how well you understand
relationships and what you .do when you face new problems. No one is expected to
do the whole test correctly, but you should answer os many items as you can. Work
as fast as you can without making mistakes.-
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
IBLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU-5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD -LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA
IANCH OFFICES: MADISON. WISC; NEW CUMBERLAND. PA. - COPYRIGHT 1950 BT CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU - PRINTED IN U. S. A.
DIRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the letter, R, for each right hand or foot; mark the
letter, L, for each left hand or foot.
A
R L
Samples A and B
■""* ' CNI-- 4
7 \ vv
1 R L
R L R L
Correct Test Booklet Marks Correct Answer Sheet Marks
R L R L R L




R L R L R L
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R L
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DIRECTIONS: In each row find the drawing that is a differentview of the first drawing.
Mark its number as you are told. '
TEST 2
28
12 3 4 C 12 3 4 28
21 29
12 3 4 21 12 3 4 , 29
22 30,
s
12 3 4 22
& U CO)
12 3 4 30
23 31
12 3 4 23 12 3 4 31
24/ 32
12 3 4 24 12 3 4 32
25 33
12 3 4 25 3 4 .33
26 34
12 3 4 26 12 3 4 34
27 35








DIRECTIONS: The first three pictures in each row are alike in some way. Decide how
they are alike, and then find the one picture among the four to the right
of the dotted line that is most like them and mark its number.
i 2 12 4 43
36
12 3 4 36 1 2 4 44
12 3 4 37 1 2 4 45
38 46
12 3 4 38
4 39 3 4 47
48
1 2 4 40 3 4 48












DIRECTIONS: Read each group of statements below and the conclusions which follow.
Then mark as you are told the number of each answer you have decided
is correct.
TEST 4
E. If the sun shines it is day.
The sun shines.
Therefore
1 It will not rain
2 It is day
3 The moon may shine tonight
51. All four-footed creatures are
animals.
All horses are four-footed.
Therefore
1 Creatures other than horses can
walk
2 All horses can walk
3 All horses are animals
52. Either the sun moves around the
earth or the earth moves around
the sun.
But the sun does not move
around the earth.
Therefore
1 The earth moves around the
moon
2 The earth moves around the sun
3 The sun is larger than the earth -
53. Jack runs faster than Harry.
Bert runs faster than Harry.








54. Jane is taller than Helen.
Helen is taller than Barbara.





55. All mammals are vertebrates.
The cow is a mammal.
Therefore
1 Some verterbrates live on land
2 Some mammals live in water
3 The cow is a vertebrate
56. A is either B or C.
A is not C.
Therefore
1 A is not B
-AisB
3CisB
57. Either your cousin is older than
you, or the same age, or younger.
But your cousin is not older, nor
is he younger.
Therefore
1 Your cousin is younger than you
2 Your cousin is older than you







58. All circles are round figures.
A certain figure is not round.
Therefore
1 It is not a circle
2 It is oval
3 It is either a square or a
triangle
59. All metals except mercury are
solids.
Gold is a metal.
Therefore
1 Gold is valuable
2 Gold is a solid
3 Metals are usually heavy
60. Some fishes fly.
No birds are fishes.
Therefore
1 All creatures that fly are fishes
or birds
2 No fishes resemble birds
3 Creatures other than birds can
fly
61. Three boys are up on a ladder.
Tom is farther up the ladder than
Paul.
Jim is farther up than Tom.
Which boy is in the middle po








62. George Washington was a skill
ful general.
George Washington was Presi
dent of the United States.
Therefore
1 Skillful generals make good
presidents
2 One President of the United
States was a skillful general
3 Good presidents make skillful
generals
63. A is situated to the east of B.
B is situated to the east of C.
Therefore
1 C is situated close to A
2 A is situated to the east of C
3 C is nearer to A than to B
64. He is either honest or dishonest.
But he is not dishonest.
Therefore
1 He is desirable for a position
2 He comes from honest people
3 He is honest
65. A is equal to B.
B is equal to C.
Therefore
1 B is larger than C
2 A is equal to C








DIRECTIONS: In each row of numbers below, there is one that does not belong. Find
the number that should be omitted from each row among the answer
numbers on the right, and mark its letter as you are told.
TEST 5.
2 4 6 8 9 10 12 14




























































































































5). 12.5 11.4 10.3 9.8 9.2 8.1 7.0






DIRECTIONS: Work these problems on "a sheet of scratch paper. Mark as you are told
the letter of each correct answer.
TEST 6
G. There are 5 birds in a tree and 3 birds on a fence. How





76. Tom has 5 marbles. Bob has 4 marbles. Bill has 3 marbles.





77. Tickets to a show cost 10 cents. Jim bought 2 tickets. How
much did he pay for them?
20*
48*
78. Ben earns 4 dollars each week helping his father after school.






79. Seventy girl scouts were divided into 5 groups of equal size.





80. How many marbles can you buy for 25 cents at the rate of





81. Two boys bought watermelons and sold slices of them at a
ball game. They had 50 cents in the cash box to start with.
They sold 40 slices of melon at 5 cents a slice. How much




82. Balls which usually sold for 65 cents were sold for a short
time for 25 cents less. Frank bought a ball at the lower price









At Camp No. 9 it took 10 boy scouts 3 days to set up camp.
Camp No. 12, which is the same size, must be set up in one day.





George lives one-fourth of a mile from school. He goes
home at noon for lunch. How far does he walk each day
going to and from school?
b 1 mi.
e % mi.
d iy2 mi. .84
i. A newsboy delivered papers to 30 customers for a month. At






i. There are 20 girls in the Sunday School class. Each week
each girl gives 5 cents to go toward a fund for needy families.




f. Richard saw an air rifle advertised for $21.00 at one-third off





How much will your mother have to pay for the cleaning






In a field meet, 20 events were listed for the day. Pupils from






A swimming pool is 60 ft. long and 30 ft. wide. The water
in the pool is 4 ft. deep on the average. How long will it











DIRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the number of the word that means the same or about



























blossom 1 tree 2 vine
3 flower 4 garden
journey 1 state 2 travel
4 fair
1 rule 2 power
A t 1
3 end
3 able 4 help
always *■ larger 2 forever
3 know 4 apart —
almost x rarely 2 never
3 now 4 nearly -
alarm * blame 2 signal
3 address 4 comfort —
damage 1 manage 2 collect
3 injure 4 recover -
announce x keep 2 publish
3 reform 4 destroy -
improve * make 2 better
3 satisfy 4 admit -
difficult 1 different 2 pleasant
3 hard 4 task -
despair x mind 2 time
3 past 4 hopelessness -
consent x occur 2 offer
3 oppose 4 agree
portion 1 collect 2 part
3 make 4 refer -
amuse x afford 2 gift
3 game 4 please
lack * use 2 want
3 admit 4 apart
cease J consent 2 concert
3 stop 4 strain
disguise * reveal 2 declare
3 show 4 mask -
distinct * success 2 clear
3 interest 4 noticed
sincere x satisfactory 2 genuine
3 hopeful 4 noble
lofty ! tone 2 high
3 example 4 toil
extend 1 refuse 2 remain
3 lengthen 4 revert
condemn 1 false 2 blame
3 oppose 4 alarm
humble x secure 2 dwelling
3 lowly 4 proud
expert 1 average 2 master
3 business 4 student
apply ! piece 2 use















































legal * lawful 2 court
3 lawyer 4 humane
endeavor x help 2 hero
3 attempt 4 harm
conclusion x settlement 2 end
3 journey 4 right
obscure x clear 2 hidden
3 odd 4 quaint
extraordinary * loud 2 unusual
3 particular 4 favorable
location * relieve 2 choice
3 view 4 situation
imaginary 1 existing 2 trifling
3 unreal 4 substantial
escort * avoid 2 occasion
3 attend 4 remain





1 aid 2 ample
° ne 4 answer
console J empower 2 reduce
3 order 4 comfort
legislator x elector 2 lawmaker
3 minor 4 citizen
revert * persist 2 perplex
3 return 4 unknown
significance x prevention 2 age
3 meaning 4 certainty
petulant x oppressive 2 stagnant
3 sprightly 4 peevish
dispute J disturb 2 question
3 subdue 4 disguise
deplete * complete 2 final
3 exhaust 4 fearless
compassionate J sly 2 free
3 respectful 4 kind
deter J meddle 2 applaud
3 hinder 4 recline
complex x simple 2 compliment
3 complexion 4 mixed
dispatch x discount 2 mood
3 relieve 4 haste
venerable x adequate 2 aged
3 youthful 4 reliable
conceited J variable 2 connected
3 vain 4 conquest
maiiarn 1 inciir*» 2 c1onH#»rmalign
3 muffle








facile *■ fragile futile
3 easy 4 remote
empower * enlarge 2 permit




Test of Mental Maturity
elementary 885 '50 S-form
DEVISED BY E. T. SULLIVAN, W. W. CLARK, AND E. W. TIEGS Examiner < > P"P'''s Age
Last First Middle
School City




1, Sensing Right on<j Left -






4. Inference --------- 15
TOTAL <3+4) 30
5. Number Series 10(>
6. Numerical Quontity - - - - 15
TOTAL (5+6> 25
7. total verbal concepts - 50
Total Mental Factors- 140
Language Factors - - - 80
(4+6+7) •




INTELL. GRADE PLACEMENT ■ -
DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE I Chart Pupil's Scores Here I
Mental Age ,
64 96 108 120 132 144 158 16$ 180 192 204
■ I i I I I I I 1 r—H—
7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 17
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Advanced Arithmetic Test: Form R
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Test l. Arithmetic Fundamentals
Directions. Work each example and write the answer in the box neat
If you have to copy your answer, be sure to copy it correctly. Reduce




$ 2 4 9 9.2 9
8 2
































(Go right on to the next pai






21. $78 - $3.11 =
22. | + .035 =
23. 100 X .066 =
24. .24 X 52.4 =
.2 41
8 5.0 0 6
2 3 5.0 5 4
.745




27. 1.2 6 ) 8 8.2
[3] (Go right on to the next page.)




30. 60% of 24
31. 300% of 120 =
32. 37 5% of 24
33. 16 is what per
cent of 64?
34. What per cent of
24 is 9?
35. |% of 1600
36. 45 is 30% of
what?
Metropolitan: Adv. Arith.:




If I ll h if i ■!,zoo1OO|
37. About how many
pupils liked physi
cal training best ?
38. 2yr.9mo. =
39. 3 sq. yd.
40. Add
sq.l
2 ft. 4 in
3 ft. 8 in
4 ft. 6 in
41. The ratid of a foot










42. The distance on
above map from
A to B is \\ in.
According to the
given scalewhat is
distance in miles ?
m
[4] (Go right on to the next pagt
i. Find the average of
4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24.
1. Principal = $750
Rate = 3%
Time = 3 yr.
Interest = •




. Principal = $500




r-48. Principal = $600
Rate = 4%
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60. The figure above
is called a
51. Its area is sq. in.
52. The letters of two
parallel lines are
and
63. How many de
grees in angle C?
54. What kind of
angle is angle A}






). right Stand, score Gr. equiv Age equiv.
[-5 1
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Test 2. Arithmetic Problems
Directions. Work each problem and write the answer in the box aft
the problem. Do your work in the margin at the right of the page.
1. Rose had a piece of ribbon 3^ yards long.
She had I5 yards left after making bows.
How many yards did she use for the bows?
yd. 1
Mr. Lane bought a new flagpole for his
front yard. It is 28g feet long. If he
puts it 4^ feet into the ground, how many
feet of the pole will be above ground ?
ft.
3. Mrs. Doyle bought two chickens for dinner.
One chicken weighed 3^- pounds and the
other 2;§ pounds. How many pounds of
chicken did she buy in all ?
lb.
4. Emil's father got 20 baskets of berries.
He said he would give a fourth of them
to his brother and a fourth to a neighbor
and keep the rest. How many baskets
was he going to keep ?
5. Ned bought \ dozen roses for $1.68. At
that price what did one rose cost him?...
6. How much material should Louise buy for 6
towels, each of which is to be §■ yard long?
yd.
7. If a map is drawn to a scale of 100 miles
to \ inch, what distance will be represented
by a line \\ inches long ?
mi.
8. Mr. Nelson bought a table for $12.75.
He paid $1.50 to have it carted to his shop.
He spent $1.69 to repaint it. He sold it
for $20.00. How much did he gain on it?
9. Susan has Z\ yards of ribbon that she
wants to cut into 5-yard lengths. How
many lengths can she cut ?
10. My father is paid twice a month. If each
check is $75, how much does he get a year?
[6]
10
(Go right on to the next pag
Metropolitan: Adv. Arith.: R
jl. Nancy had the following marks in her
mid-term tests: 92, 68, 84, 74, and 100.
What was her average mark?
2. Our class bought a box of 2 dozen candy-
bars for 950 and sold the bars for 50 each.
How much did we make on a box?
3. Sol earns 40^ an hour. Yesterday he
worked from 8:30 to 11:00 and from
2:30 to 3:30. How much did he earn ?...!
4. Ruth needs 200 ice-cream cones for the
church fair. If a quart of ice cream fills
10 cones, how many gallons of ice cream
should she order?
6. The speedometer showed 2014.9 miles when
we started on our trip and 2030.8 when we
finished. How many miles did we travel ?...
5. Mrs. Combs pays $200 down and $10 a
week for a 550-dollar piano. How long
will it take her to pay for it ?
7. On different. days last week, Rose's sister
worked 5f hours, 8 hours, and 6f hours.
If she was paid 480 an hour, how much
did she receive for her work last week?....
8. What will ice cream for 224 persons cost
if you allow 1 quart of ice cream for 8 per
sons and pay $2.00 a gallon for it?
9. Bertha has a 6-yard piece of lace. She
gave if yards to her sister for a dress and
used % of a yard on her own dress. How
much did she have left?
0. Polly bought f yard of ribbon at 40)4 a
yard and § yard of silk at $1.68 a yard.
How much was the bill?.. .-
1. On Ruth's bar graph 1 inch represents
a river 2000 miles long. How long would
the bar be for a river 2500 miles long?....
2. At our field day 65% of the 1000 pupils
took part. 20% of those who took part
won prizes. How many received prizes?..
3. Nan is making 3 doll's dresses of the same
size from a 2-yard piece of cloth. What





















(Go right on to the next page.)
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24. Lena's sister earns $32 a week. Every
Monday she puts $4 in the bank. What
per cent of her money does she save?
25. How much would 4f pounds of salted nuts
cost at #1.50 a pound ?
26. A radio which cost $50 was sold for $60. The
overhead on the radio was 30% of the first
cost. Howmuch moneywas lost on the sale ?
27. Laura painted the kitchen floor, which
is 18 feet by 12 feet. How much did the
painting cost at 12j£ a square foot ?
28. The city tax rate is $2.72 per $100 of as
sessed value. What does Mr. Smith pay
on his house assessed at $9500 ?
29. Mr. Hall borrowed $850 for 90 days at 4%.
How much interest did he owe then ?
30. Our motorboat ran a distance of 19.8
miles in 1.2 hours. Find its rate of speed
per hour
31. Find the annual premium on a 20-year life
insurance policy if the rate is $47.80 per
$1000 and the face of the policy is $6000.
32. Mr. Astor shipped 115 barrels of apples
to his agent, who sold them at an average
price of $4 a barrel. He charged 5% com
mission. Other expenses came to $24.
What were Mr. Astor's net proceeds ?......
$
33. Mr. Rob borrowed $1600 to start a grocery
store. After 15 months he paid the loan,











No. right. Stand, score Gr. equiv.
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Age equiv.
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
Advanced Arithmetic Test: Form R Adv.
Arith.
For Grades 7, 8, and first half of 9
KEY AND DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
R
General Directions
Note. The following directions should be read carefully before any
scoring is done, and they should be followed implicitly.
1. The keys are provided to make the scoring objective, and at the same time as convenient, quick,
and accurate as possible. No answer should be given credit if it is not in the key except as indi
cated in the detailed instructions below for the separate tests. Be consistent in marking all papers
in the case of any variation from the key.
2. Use colored pencils to mark the right and wrong answers.
3. The aim of the test is to find whether or not pupils know the correct answers to the questions, and
although specific directions are given to the pupils concerning the method of indicating the answers,
any correct indication should be given credit.
4. Each item is allowed 1 point if the answer is correct, zero if the answer is wrong. No part or frac
tional credits are given.
5. To obtain the score for each test, the number of correct answers is required. Make a short hori
zontal dash after each item that is correct. For greater accuracy make a cross after each item
that is wrong or omitted. To get the number right for any test, count the number of dashes. To
check it, add the number of X's and subtract their sum from the number of the last item at
tempted. At the end of each test there is a space for recording the number right. It is not
necessary to mark any item beyond the last one attempted by a pupil in any test. The maxi
mum possible number of right answers on a test is the same as the number of the last item.
6. The answers in the key are spaced the same as the places for the answers on the test pages. In
every test the answers appear in one or more columns on each page.
7. Before scoring each test study the specific directions which are given on the following page.
8. All scoring should be checked, as well as the counting of correct answers to obtain the number right
for each test. This means that a random sampling of the papers scored by each person should be
rescored. If more than just a few careless errors are discovered, all the papers scored by that
person should be rescored.
9. The number right for each test should be written on the dotted line at the end of the test. On
the key for each test will be found a table which will give the standard score, grade equivalent,
and age equivalent corresponding to this score. Raw score, standard score, and grade or age
equivalent should be entered in the proper spaces at the bottom of the last page of each test.
The grade and age norms are independent of one another. The norm to be used depends upon
the way in which the local community is to utilize the test results.
{Directions continued on page 2)
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1946, 1947, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, feinted in v&.a.
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Detailed Directions
Note. Be sure keys are cut apart on broken line or fold before starting to score any test.
Test 1. Fold the key along each of the heavy black lines. To score the test, open the key and lay
the strip for page 2, column 1, along the left side of the test page. Mark each question in this
column right or wrong. Fold the strip for page 2, column 1, to the left as you would turn
the page of a book so that the key for page 2, column 2 is on top. Score this column in the
same way. Continue to fold the key to the left for pages 3,4, and 5. When page 5 is finished,
count the correct responses on all pages of this test and record the number right at the bottom
of page 5. From the table on the key, read off the standard score and grade or age equivalent
corresponding to this score and enter them at the bottom of the page as well. The maximum
possible score is 57. If the correct answer is not written in the box for it but there is no doubt
of the example it refers to, the pupil should be given credit. No credit should be given for
an improper fraction or a fraction that is not reduced to lowest terms. Credit should be
given if a fractional answer is expressed as a decimal or vice versa. Disregard omission of
"$," "in.," or other denominations in the answer. No credit should be given if a decimal
point is omitted. Give the pupil credit if his work shows that he has obtained the correct
answer but he has made a mistake in copying the answer.
Test 2. Fold the key along the heavy black lines. With the strip for page 6 on top, score this page
by marking each item right or wrong. Turn the key to the left and score page 7. Record
number right, standard score, and grade or age equivalent in the same manner as described
in Test 1. The maximum possible score is 33. If the correct answer is not written in the
box for it but there is no doubt of the problem it refers to, the pupil should be given credit.
Credit should be given if a fractional answer is expressed as a decimal or vice versa. Give
the pupil credit if his work shows that he has obtained the correct answer but he has made a
mistake in copying the answer.
Directions for Completing Table on the Title Page
As soon as the tests have been scored, the standard score and either the grade or age equivalent
for each test should be transferred to the table on the title page. This table provides a column for
standard scores, another for grade equivalents, and a third column in which age equivalents or other
equivalents such as percentiles, local norms, modal age norms, etc., may be entered. Additional
norms may be found in supplementary materials.
Average Achievement should be found by averaging the grade or age equivalents for the separate
tests. The standard scores should not be averaged.
It has been recommended that standard scores be entered on the title page of each booklet. All
supplementary norms have been set up in terms of standard score, and it is therefore possible to
interpret the test results, through standard scores, in terms of any of the different supplementary
norms. For example, percentile rank may be entered on the title page by the use of the table of
percentile norms. Furthermore, by having standard scores on the title page it is possible at a later
date to study the test results in terms of different norms from those originally used without having
to go back to each individual test. Standard scores further have an advantage which raw scores do
not, in being comparable from battery to battery in the same subject areas and from form to form.
Standard scores are not comparable from test to test within a battery. A further explanation of stand
































































































































































18 9J 231 14-7 18
17 8.7 228 14-3 17
16 8.4 225 13-11 16
15 8.2 222 13-8 15


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 This Class Record is for analyzing the data for a class and should be kept on file by the teacher or the principal for comparison with results at a later date.
8 In these columns should be recorded the grade or age equivalents of the pupils' scores in terms of the test norms or the local data for the school.
8 An additional column is provided in order to make it possible to record optional data. I
METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST!
Intermediate and Advanced Arithmetic Tests
FORM FOR TABULATING DISTRIBUTIONS OF GRADES
Directions. In this form should be tabulated grade or age equivalents of
pupils' scores on the tests rather than the scores themselves. Two scales are given,'
a Grade Equivalent Scale and an Age Equivalent Scale. The two scales are inde
pendent. An identifying mark should be put at the top of whichever scale is
being used. For each pupil a tally mark should be made opposite his grade (or age)
level under each test and the total. If a pupil's grade equivalent in Test 1 is 5.2,
put a tally mark after 5.2 under the column heade'd *'i. Arith. Fund." If his
grade equivalent in Test 2 is 6.5, put a tally mark after 6.5 under the column
headed "2. Arith. Prob.," aiuTsb om The Average Arithmetic grade (or age)
equivalent for any pupil is the average of his grade (or age) equivalents on the
two arithmetic tests. For accuracy and ease in doing the work, all the grade (or
age) equivalents should be tallied first for Test 1, then for Test 2, etc.
In place of a tally mark, as explained above, for each pupil's grade or age
equivalent, an identification number may be used by means cf which each pupil's
status in the distribution for the class may be determined for each test. The
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED ARITHMETIC TESTS
FORMS R, S, AND T
Intermediate Test— For Grades 5, 6, and beginning 7
Advanced Test —For Grades 7, 8, and first half of 9
By Richard D. Allen, Harold H. Bixler,
William L. Connor, and Frederick B. Graham
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING
Note. To insure accurate and reliable results, the examiner should
read the entire contents of these directions before administering the
tests. Details concerning the interpretation of test results and their
use in the improvement of instruction are given elsewhere.1
Content of the Series
The complete batteries. The basic unit in the Metropolitan Achievement
Test Series is the complete battery, containing a number of coordinated
tests in the major school subjects. There are five such batteries in the
series: Primary I Battery for Grade 1, Primary II Battery for Grade 2,
the Elementary Battery for Grades 3 and 4 (replacing Primary III Battery
of the older edition), Intermediate Battery for Grades 5 to 7.5, and Advanced
Battery for Grades 7 and 8 and beginning half of Grade 9.2 The separate
subject-matter tests comprising these batteries provide reliable measures
of individual achievement. The average of the subtest scores on each
battery provides a measure of average achievement for the individual pupil.
Summaries of individual pupil data for various administrative units (class,
school, grade, community, etc.) will reveal the relative status in each of the
areas measured or on total achievement.
The division of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests into five separate,
batteries, each battery covering not more than two full grades, permits a
1A Manual for Interpreting is planned for the series and must be ordered separately. ^
2 Besides the five achievement batteries, the Metropolitan Readiness Tests have been issued, to pro
vide a means of determining the readiness of pupils to learn the work of the first grade.
Publisher's Note. All the authors listed above participated
actively in the planning of the new Metropolitan Tests. However,
the untimely death of three of these authors (Richard D. Allen,
William L. Connor, and Frederick B. Graham) prevented their
participation in the program of revision. The Division of Research
and Test Service of World Book Company, with the able assistance
of Dr. Harold H. Bixler, has carried out to the fullest possible
extent the basic plans agreed upon for this project.
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1946,1947, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
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2 Metropolitan Achievement Tests inter, and Adv. ai
larger proportion of the content within each battery to be at grade level and
thus adds to the reliability 1 and validity of the measurement.
The Intermediate and Advanced Complete Batteries contain ten subtests:
1. Reading; 2. Vocabulary; 3. Arithmetic Fundamentals; 4. Arithmetic
Problems; 5. English; 6. Literature; 7. Social Studies: History & Civics;
8. Social Studies: Geography; 9. Science; and 10. Spelling.
Partial batteries and separate subject tests. In addition to the complete
batteries as described above, the Intermediate and Advanced Batteries are
published in the form of partial batteries which contain the following
subtests: 1. Reading; 2. Vocabulary; 3. Arithmetic Fundamentals;
4. Arithmetic Problems; 5. English; 6. Spelling. There are no partial
batteries for the Primary or Elementary Tests, since these already are
composed chiefly of skill tests.
Since in many instances it is desirable to use an arithmetic test or a reading
test independently of any others, the tests in these two subjects are pub
lished separately for the Elementary, Intermediate, and Advanced Batteries.
In every case the separate Reading Test is made up of the Vocabulary and
Reading Tests of the appropriate battery, while the Arithmetic Test is
made up of the Arithmetic Fundamentals and Arithmetic Problems Tests
from the battery.
General Directions for Administering
The examiner should be thoroughly familiar with the directions and the battery before giving it.
The examiner should take the tests himself in order to be thoroughly acquainted with them.
1. Testing, by its very nature, differs from teaching. If the examiner
gives more help than the directions allow, the results may be invalidated.
2. Every effort must be made to prevent pupils from helping each other.
Otherwise a true picture cannot be obtained of the extent of pupil achieve
ment or of pupil difficulties and the reasons for them. Arranging the
situation so that pupils cannot copy from each other is far better than
reminding them constantly that they are not to look at each other's papers.
3. The natural classroom situation should be retained as far as possible.
4. Accurate administering requires implicit following of instructions.
The precise wording of directions has been worked out with great care
and any marked deviation may invalidate the results. A natural manner
and tone of voice should be used. There is no need to read instructions
mechanically if the examiner is sufficiently familiar with them.
5. These tests are designed as measures of achievement of pupils —
not as tests of following directions. If there is any doubt of the ability
of the pupils to follow the directions, the teacher may provide the assist
ance she considers advisable before the battery is administered.
6. Requests to leave the room, and such emergencies as are presented by
pupils who are hard of hearing or who have temporary vision troubles and
the like, should be taken care of at the discretion of the examiner, who is in
the best position to judge the proper handling of each case.
7. The pupils should be warned that during the test periods no one
but the examiner needs to do any talking. During the course of the test
1 See Table 2, page 6.
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the examiner should walk about the room to see that pupils are working on
the right page. The examiner should give a pupil only the help necessary to
get him to indicate the answer in the right place or correct manner, but
should not help the pupil to mark the right answer. The examiner should
also see that on a test that takes two pages or more the pupils do not stop
at the end of any page before the last one of the test. Likewise, pupils
must be cautioned not to go beyond the test being taken. No questions
are to be answered during the course of the test. The pupil may raise
his hand only if his pencil breaks. An extra supply of sharpened pencils
should be on hand in case of need.
8. No one but the examiner should make any preliminary statements
about the tests to the pupils.
9. Provision should be made to insure quiet and an absence of interrup
tions of any kind. Some examiners post on the door of the room a card
reading "Examination. Keep out."
10. Accurate timing is an important feature in giving the tests that have
time limits. A stop watch or a watch with a second hand should be used.
The testing program should be so planned that ample time is allowed.
In no case should a test be stopped before the complete time allowance for
it is given. The examiner should not attempt to compress the testing into
too brief a period, thereby giving the impression of hurry and strain.
11. Time limits are provided for both tests. The time limits should be
adhered to strictly. It is advisable for the examiner to make a note of the
time in writing, just as soon as the signal is given to begin a test. Other
wise the examiner may lose track of the time. The record should be made
in minutes and seconds, since an error of several seconds may seriously affect
the scores of individual pupils.
The time limits for the tests are as follows:
Test 1. Arithmetic Fundamentals 40 minutes
Test 2. Arithmetic Problems 40 minutes
The working time for the two tests is approximately 80 minutes. The
total time, including the passing out of test booklets, giving directions, etc.,
should be about 1^ hours.
Detailed Directions for Administering
When all necessary arrangements have been made and the class is ready,
say to the class: " We are going to have some tests today. They are printed in
booklets which I shall give you. Leave the booklet on your desk. Do not open
it or write anything on it until I tell you to."
Pass out the booklets, being sure that the front page is face up. When
each pupil has his booklet, hold up a copy, point to the place on the front
page where the word Name is printed, and say: "Find the word Name
here on the front page and write your name after it." In the same manner
instruct the pupils to fill in the other information called for.
When all the information is filled in, say: " Now put your pencils down and
listen carefully while I tell you what you are to do. (Make sure that all pencils
are down and all pupils are listening attentively.) In this booklet there are
4 Metropolitan Achievement Tests inter, and Adv.
two tests. There are some questions in each test that you will all be expected
to answer correctly. There are some questions that only the very best pupils in
the class will be able to answer. You are expected to do just the best you can.
If you come to a question that you cannot answer, skip it, go* on to the next ques
tion, and go back later to any questions you skip.
" At the beginning of each test there are directions that tell you what you are to
do. I will read these directions with you.
" Work steadily but don't hurry, because you will have time to do all you can
with each test. Keep your eyes on your own paper. Do not look to see what
anyone else is doing. If your pencil breaks, raise your hand and I will give you
another. Are there any questions? " (Pause for a moment.)
Note. The same directions may be used for Intermediate and Advanced Arithmetic.
TEST 1. ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS
" Open your booklets to page 2. On this page and the next three pages there are
some examples in arithmetic. Look at the directions at the top of the page while
I read them to you. Work each example and write the answer in the box near it.
If you have to copy your answer, be sure to copy it correctly. Reduce all improper
fractions to mixed numbers and all fractions to lowest terms. Do all your work
on the test page. If necessary, use the margins. Be sure to put the answer to
each example in the box for it. Remember that this test is on four pages
and that there are two or more columns on each page. Ready. Go."
Make a note of the time in minutes and seconds. During the course of
the test the examiner should walk about the room, making sure that pupils
do not stop at the end of page 2, 3, or 4 before the time is up, and that
they are putting the answers in the boxes. At the end of exactly 40 min
utes, say: " Stop. Turn one page, like this, to «Test 2. Arithmetic Problems,'
on page 6." (Illustrate.)
TEST 2. ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS
" On this page and the next two pages there are some arithmetic problems.
Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them"to you. Work
each problem and write the answer in the box after the problem. Do your work
in the margin at the right of the page. Be sure to copy your answer correctly in
the box for it. Remember that this test is on three pages. Ready. Go."
Make a note of the time in minutes and seconds. The examiner should
see that pupils put their answers in the boxes, and that they do not stop
at the end of page 6 or page 7, before the time is up; At the end of exactly
40 minutes, say: "Stop. Put your pencils down. Clos^e your booklets." Col
lect all booklets immediately.
Directions for Scoring
Detailed directions for scoring accompany the keys which contain the
correct answers. The directions for scoring should be read carefully and
followed implicitly, and the keys should be used for the greatest accuracy
and ease in scoring. No matter how well the tests have been administered,
the results will have little value if they are inaccurately scored.
Directions for Administering: Inter, and Adv. Arithmetic Tests 5
Interpretation of Test Scores
Well-established norms are necessary to interpret the achievement. of
individuals or groups of individuals. Raw scores (the number of items
right or in some cases the number right minus the number wrong) have mean
ing only in comparison with some standard in terms of which they can be
evaluated. In the Metropolitan Achievement Tests the raw scores have
been translated into a variety of different norms. A table showing the
standard score, age equivalent, and grade equivalent corresponding to each
raw score will be found on the key for each test. The grade equivalents are
based on the median scores of all pupils in a given grade regardless of age.
The age equivalents are based on the median scores of all pupils of a given
age regardless of grade placement. Other norms, such as percentile and
modal age, which are useful for specific purposes, will be available elsewhere
in the supplementary materials.
Theoretical grade equivalents higher than and lower than the range of
grades covered by these tests are given in the tables. These were obtained
by extrapolating; that is, by arbitrarily extending the tables upward and
downward in a manner consistent with the trend shown in the grades covered.
These extrapolated scores are intended to help in the differentiation of
degrees of inferiority and superiority and are not to be interpreted as
meaning that a pupil has mastered the work of the grades not covered
by this test. This is true particularly at the upper level. For example,
where a pupil in the eighth grade gets a score to which a grade equivalent
of 11.0 has been assigned, it does not mean that he has mastered the work
of the ninth and tenth grades, since these tests do not even touch on the
curriculum content of those grades. It simply means that the pupil is
about as far above the norm (8.0 if the tests were given in the first month
of the eighth year) as another pupil in the same grade having a grade equiva
lent of 5.0 is below the norm.
Table 1 may be used to find the grade status of a pupil or class at the
date of testing, provided the school year runs approximately from Septem
ber 1 to June 15. If the school year is atypical, the grade norm should be
determined by computing the number of tenths of a school year which have
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Brief Suggestions for Using Test Results
While the space limitations of the Directions, for Administering will not
permit any detailed discussion of the utilization of test results, the follow
ing brief suggestions as to how the tests may be used to advantage are
given. (Further information will be found in the supplementary material.)
Metropolitan Achievement Tests Inter, and Adv. Arith.
1. To determine the achievement level of each pupil in arithmetic.
Thus the strength and weaknesses of individual pupils are revealed and a
basis is provided for the individualization of instruction in the classroom.
2. To evaluate class, school, and community achievement in arithmetic
at each grade level.
3. To help the teacher in evaluating her teaching methods objectively.
4. To provide an objective and reliable basis for classification and group
ing for instructional purposes.
This list of uses is far from exhaustive. It is intended only to be sugges
tive of some of the things which may be done with the test results. It
should be emphasized at this point that standardized achievement tests
are an aid to the teacher or administrator, but should be taken into con
sideration alotig with other pertinent information such as local curriculum
practices, school marks, health records, general level of intelligence, and
many other similar factors.
Reliability
By the reliability of a test is meant the accuracy of the measures it
provides. Many factors, such as the length of the test, validity of the ques
tions, conditions under which the test is administered, etc., affect the test
results. It is, therefore, desirable for a test to be so designed that errors
are reduced to a minimum. How well this has been realized in a given test
is indicated by the coefficient of reliability. Table 2 gives the corrected
(Spearman-Brown formula) split-half reliability coefficient for each subtest
for Grade 5 and for Grade 7. It also gives the standard error of measure
ment for each test, together with other information. This standard error,
as well as the mean and standard deviation, is given in terms of raw scores.
In interpreting the scores of any individual on any test, the size of the
standard error should be kept in mind and the deviation of any individual's
score from any reference point, such as mean or median of the class or the
norm on the test, should be evaluated in terms of the standard error of
the test.
TABLE 2
Corrected Split-Half Reliability Coefficients and Related Data
for Metropolitan Achievement Tests :
Intermediate and Advanced Arithmetic Tests: Form R
Grade 5 (iV=350)































1 Based on raw scores. 2 In terms of Comprehensive Standard Scores.
Inter, and Adv. Arith.
Distinguishing Characteristics of the Metropolitan Achievement
Test Series
The distinguishing characteristics of the new
forms of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests are
discussed in detail in the Manual for Interpreting,
but they may be briefly described as follows:
Selection of tests comprising the battery.
The Metropolitan Achievement Tests have been
used very widely for a number of years, and the
pattern of the first edition of this series has been
adhered to closely in constructing the new forms.
The major change has been the addition ofa science
test in the Intermediate and Advanced Complete
Batteries. As now organized, all major subject-
matter areas are covered by a subtest at the ap
propriate battery level.
Selection of content of subtests in each battery.
Before beginning preparation of the new forms,
careful plans were made with regard to what of the
old content of the tests was to remain in each
battery and what was to be replaced. Many of
the items appearing in the first edition had proved
their usefulness by satisfactory performance over
a period of years, and were therefore retained.
Many new items were prepared for each test in
the series, and in the case of the reading tests
practically all the items are new. All material,
whether new or old, was carefully justified in the
light of courses of study, textbooks, and opinions
of experts in the field. A comprehensive experi
mental edition was prepared which consisted of
many more items than were to appear in the final
tests. More than 50,000 pupils were given one or
more batteries of this edition for item-analysis pur
poses. Items were retained and arranged within
the tests on the basis of the per cent of pupils
passing the item at successive grade levels, and in
the case of Reading and Vocabulary by the use
of the biserial correlation of each item with the
total test score. Also, in the case of the Reading
Test, the Lorge Readability Index was used to
insure that all reading content would be within
the appropriate grade range. No item was re
tained which did not prove its worth.
Integration of the series. Item-analysis data
were used not only to retain or reject items but to
balance the forms for difficulty after they had been
balanced for content. As a final check, a series
of carefully controlled experiments based upon
thousands of cases was carried out to insure the
equivalence of forms and the proper overlapping
of each test with the same test in the adjacent
battery. Within the limits of the reliability of
the subtests in the series, it is possible to go freely
from one battery to another or from one test to
another in making comparisons, confident that
the differences found are real differences in the
pupils tested and are not due to variations in the
tests themselves.
In order that communities using the Metro
politan Achievement Tests, Forms A to E in
clusive, may be able to know how the old norms
compare with the new, a carefully controlled ex
periment was conducted for equating the new series
to the old. Appropriate tables giving these com
parisons are to be found in the supplementary
materials.
Establishment of a variety of norms to be used
in interpreting test results. Perhaps the most
essential and difficult part of a well-standardized
test is the establishment of a variety of norms on
the basis of an adequate population. The ade
quacy of such norms depends upon the size and
geographic distribution of the norm population,
the freedom from selection or bias in this popula
tion, and the types of analysis applied to the test
data derived from the standardization program.
While it is recognized that sheer numbers of cases
are not important, the testing of a nation-wide
sample inevitably involves the problem of test
ing large numbers. In the case of the Metropoli
tan Achievement Test standardization, a national
program was carried out on a cooperative basis
that involved testing in every state in the country.
The total number of tests distributed amounted
to more than 600,000. The actual norms were
based upon a 25 per cent random sample drawn
from each classroom tested. The size of the sample
used, in terms of the number of cases retained, re
duced to insignificance the sampling errors in this
process. Freedom from selection within the norm
population was insured by the wide range of
communities included from a geographic point of
view, by the wide variety of administrative units
(large cities, small cities, towns and villages, rural
areas, etc.), and by the fact that all pupils in at
least three grades in each community were in
cluded in the testing.
The basic types of norms provided are the .
traditional age and grade equivalents. These
have been chosen because of their wide use at the
present time. Other types of norms which have
specific advantages in certain circumstances also
are provided, however, to meet every need that can
be anticipated. These norms are given in the sup
plementary material, which is available on order.
Attention to the mechanics of the test. The
kinds and sizes of type used, arrangements of
questions, size of page, length of line, and all
other mechanical details were determined with
the purpose of producing a test that would be
pleasing to the pupil, easy for him to read, and
simple to administer and score. The test acces
sories have been worked out as a result of adminis
tering the tests to many groups of pupils and in
the light of the experiences of test users. The
Directions for Administering are complete enough
to enable a relatively untrained examiner to
administer the test successfully. In the Scoring
Keys.an effort has been made to arrive at an effec
tive compromise that will insure the validity of
measurement within each subtest while provid
ing for simplicity, ease, and objectivity of scoring.
Norms are furnished directly on the key for each
test in order to facilitate the interpreting of raw
scores in terms of the desired equivalents. The
Individual Profile Chart, which is found on each
test booklet, is designed to furnish a graphic
picture of the achievement of an individual pupil.
The Class Record and Class Analysis Chart pro
vides a powerful tool for the utilization of the
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The Test
The California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity (1950 S-Form) is part of a larger parent
test called the California Test of Mental Maturity.
It is available on five levels: pre-primary, primary,
elementary, intermediate, and advanced.
The California Short-Form Test of Mental Ma
turity has been developed in order to secure as
valid a measure of mental maturity as can be
secured by a one-period group test.
Selections from the parent test provide sub-
tests which measure both language and non-
language mental maturity and four of the major
factors involved in intelligence or mental capacity,
namely: spatial relations, logical reasoning,
numerical reasoning, and verbal concepts which
are useful in the thinking process.
Because of the wide range of abilities found
in most age or grade groups this test provides
for measurements several grades or years above
and below the particular group being tested.
Although this test is primarily diagnostic an<
analytical, attention is called to the fact that i
yields not one mental age and I.Q. characteristic
of the familiar intelligence test, but three menta
ages (language, non-language, and total) an<
three I.Q.'s (language, non-language, and total)
The Diagnostic Profile has been devised ii
order to show graphically the status of each pupi
in language, non-language, and total mental age
and intelligence quotients. It also provide
spaces for recording the chronological age an<
the actual grade placement status of each pup:
in relation to mental age.
The Diagnostic Profile provides the teacher nt
only with information relative to norms, but wit
clues for guiding the activities of pupils who ar
experiencing learning difficulties. Thus the majc
purpose of this test is not to obtain mental age
or I.Q.'s, but to provide information on the natur
and organization of the abilities of a given pup
in order that that information may be used t
guide his learning activities.
Pupil answers may be written on the test bool
let itself, on a machine-scoring answer sheet, t
on a scoreze answer sheet.
scoreze, devised by Ethel M. Clark, is
unique dual answer sheet, one-half of which ca
be machine-scored; the other half is self-scorin
and diagnostic and kept by the teacher <
counselor. It has been devised for exclusive us
with California Test Bureau tests and inventorie
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST
The California Short-Form Test of Mental Ma
turity, Elementary (1950 S-Form) will be found
useful when time, convenience, or local conditions
make it necessary to use a one-period mental test.
It will provide as reliable a measurement and
more diagnostic information than most group in
telligence tests in current use. However, users of
the Short-Form are encouraged to examine the
manuals and tests of the complete California Test
of Mental Maturity.
SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
The following two tests are designed to meas
ure the status of certain aspects of thinking which
involve orientation in space and the use of
spatial relations.
SENSING RIGHT AND LEFT —Test 1
Test 1 consists of 20 pictures of hands and feet
in various positions. These 20 items are designed
to reveal the individual's ability to orient himself
in these situations by discriminating between
right and left.
MANIPULATION OF AREAS —Test 2
This test consists of 15 items which measure the
pupil's ability to use spatial imagery in manipu
lating spatial patterns of many different forms
and in many different positions.
LOGICAL REASONING
The simpler elements of logical reasoning are
involved in most educational as well as other
activities. In general, no matter how simple the
situation, wherever a problem requiring a de
cision or a choice of responses presents itself,
the simpler aspects of logical reasoning are
present.
SIMILARITIES — Test 3
This test consists of a total of 15 picture situa-
lons. The first three pictures are alike in some
way. The pupil determines the nature of this
likeness and then finds another picture among
the other four which is similar to the first three.
INFERENCE — Test 4
This test consists of 15 situations in which the
pupil is given a major and a minor premise and
is required to select the logical outcome or answer
from the two premises.
NUMERICAL REASONING
Many factor analysis studies have yielded a
more or less independent factor of intelligence
variously called number factor, number facility,
or numerical reasoning. This ability involves
the recognition and use of likenesses and differ
ences, and the making of inferences with special
respect to quantitative or number situations and
problems.
NUMBER SERIES — Test 5
This test consists of 10 series of numbers which
increase or decrease according to a principle
which the pupil must discover. Each series con
tains one number which does not belong. The
pupil must find and mark this number.
NUMERICAL QUANTITY— Test 6
This test consists of 15 problems in quantitative
reasoning. The pupil is given a numerical situa
tion in each case, together with a question to
which he must find the answer.
VERBAL CONCEPTS —Test 7
This test measures much more than mere con
nections between symbols and the realities for
which they stand. Ideas and meanings begin
as perceptions which enter consciousness through
the senses; if they are remembered, they may
function in many relationships, spatial or non-
spatial in nature, and they may be enriched and
refined through use in logical and numerical
situations. They finally emerge as concepts
which are useful in thinking.
This test consists of 100 words (the key word
and the word which must be selected in each
case). Each of these 100 words must be properly
identified in order to obtain the correct response.
The key words are identified by matching them
with the word of the same meaning selected from
four words which are listed in each case.
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RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
RELIABILITY
The coefficients of reliability of the California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity, Elementary,
reported below, are based on 1000 pupils in
grades 4 to 6. These reliability coefficients have
been computed by the split-halves method and
corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula. These
coefficients and the standard errors of measure
ment expressed in months of mental age are as
follows:
Grades 4-6
Tests Reliability S.E. Meas.
Totol Mental Factors 952 3.5
Language Factors 948 3.7
Nan-language Factors 910 4.8
Spatial Relationships 867 5.8
Logical Reasoning 872 5.7
Numerical Reasoning 897 5.1
Verbal Concepts .934 4.1
No. of cases 1000
S.D. (M.A. in Mo.) 16
The standard errors of measurement of the
I.Q.'s, determined from the same data, are as
follows:
Grades 4 to 6
Tests S.E. Meas. of I.Q.'s
Total Mental Factors 3.5
Language Factors 3.7
Non-Language Factors 4.8
No. of Cases 1000
S.D. of I.Q.'s 16
For those who are interested, additional re
liability data may be obtained by writing the
California Test Bureau.
VALIDITY
Since there are no purely objective criteria
for establishing the validity of intelligence or
mental maturity tests, the validity of such tests
must be estimated in other ways. The original
two-period California Test of Mental Maturity, of
which the California Short-Form is a one-period
edition, was designed to measure, by group
methods, most of the types of mental processes
which are sampled by the individual Binet. like
the Long-Form, the California Short-Form consists
of five series of tests of increasing difficulty. A
comprehensive analysis of the Stanford-Binet was
made by Dr. Elizabeth T. Sullivan and her results
were embodied in a record form entitled, A
Psychographic Record Blank.1
From this conceptual framework, individual
test items were prepared and subjected to sta
tistical analysis to determine difficulty and cor
relation with criteria such as the Binet mental
ages and the California Test of Mental Maturity
total scores. Intercorrelations among the separate
tests were computed and the test data were also
factor-analyzed by the Thurstone Centroid Method.
The total mental factors score has been found by
1 See the Journal of Delinquency, Vol. X. No. I. January, 1926.
the authors and other investigators to correlate
as high or higher with the individual Stanford-
Binet than any other one-period mental ability
test.
The seven tests constituting the Short-Form are
described on the preceding page. The inter
correlations among the main test sections, based
on 1000 cases in grades 4 to 6, are as follows:
INTERCORRELATIONS OF TEST SECTIONS
Californio Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity,
Elementary, Short-Form
(1000 Pupils— Grades 4 to 6)
Lit. N.R. V.G. T.M.F. Lang. N-L
Spatial Relationships 264 .335 .187 .482* .148 .762'
Logicol Reasoning .468 .436 .641* .582* .518*
Numerical Reasoning .513 .673* .546* .592"
Verbal Concepts .737* .874* .312
Total Mental Factors .887* .869"
Language Factors .551
* Since some sub-test scores are also included in certain othei
summary scores against which they are correlated, these'
coefficients are spuriously high.
Traxler2, Strang3, Nolan4, and many others
have testified to the value of the separate
language and non-language sections of the Cali
fornia Test of Mental Maturity, both Long am
Short-Forms, for the purpose of educationa
diagnosis and for obtaining clues for educationa
guidance.
"Apparently," says Dr. Strang, "the language
part of the test measures one kind of menta
ability, and the non-language another type. .
A verbal test of intelligence may give a mislead
ing estimate of the mental ability of an individua
who is seriously retarded in reading and language
ability."
Dr. Nolan demonstrated that the language an<
non-language features made it possible to de
termine whether lack of reading ability or lad
of mental maturity was responsible for low I.Q.'i
and whether remedial reading or a simplifie<
curriculum was indicated.
The relative contribution of the sub-section
of all levels of the California Short-Form Test o
Mental Maturity to the Total Mental Factors a
determined from factor analysis data, using th<
Thurstone Centroid Method, are presented below
These are the combined net common and specifi
factor loadings expressed as per cents.
Tests Pre-Pri. Pri. Elera. Inter. Ad
Spatial Relationships 31.8 33.3 29.2 25.0 29
Logical Reasoning 26.1 26.9 27.8 24.3 25
Numerical Reasoning 25.5 25.8 26.0 33.2 28.
Verbal Concepts 16.6 14.0 17.0 17.5 17
Language Factors 37.6 37.3 47.7 47.9 47
Non-Language Factors .... 62.4 62.7 52.3 52.1 52
Total Mental Factors 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100
•Traxler, Arthur E., "A Study of the California Test of Ment
Maturity, Advanced Battery," Journal of Educational Researc
January, 1939.
" Strang, Ruth, "Relationships Between Certain Aspects of Intelligen
and Certain Aspects of Reading," Educational and Psychologic
Measurement, 111-4, Winter, 1943.
• Nolan, Esther Grace, "Reading Difficulty vs. Low Mentality/' Californ
Journal of Secondary Education, April, 1942.
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USES OF TEST RESULTS
Some of the ways in which intelligence or
mental maturity may be defined are: brightness,
mental power, ability to understand relationships,
ability to profit from experience. Early students
thought that it could be measured on a vertical
scale like pupil height.
However, it was soon discovered that pupils
with identical mental ages or intelligence
quotients did not have the same abilities and did
not succeed equally well.
Thorndike and others pointed out that this con
cept was too simple and among the new dimen
sions or aspects of intelligence which they sug
gested were the speed with which an individual
works and the difficulty of the tasks which he can
perform. These and other contributions led to
extensive factor analysis studies which seem to
indicate that intelligence consists of a number
of relatively independent factors.
In measuring evidences of intelligence, a score
is first obtained either from a whole test or from
some major part of a test. This score is then
expressed in terms of a mental age. Mental age
means mental ability equal to that possessed by
the average or typical pupil of a given age
group. Thus, if a large representative number of
pupils who were 12 years, 6 months old
chronologically made an average score of 130 on a
particular intelligence test, any other pupil who
subsequently made a score of 130 on this in
telligence test would be said to have a mental
age of 12 years, 6 months.
Another measure is also used in designating
intelligence; namely, the Intelligence Quotient
(LQ.). The Intelligence Quotient is obtained by
dividing the Mental Age by the Actual or Chron
ological Age. It is therefore a ratio and shows
the rate at which a particular pupil is developing
mental ability. Thus the pupil who is 8 years
old chronologically but has a mental age of 10
years has an I.Q. of 125 and is developing at a
rate 25% faster than the average child.
This particular test is standardized so that the
average I.Q. of an unselected population at the
elementary level is 100. This means that we
merely assign this I.Q. to the average of this age
group. The Intelligence Quotient may also be
used to find the probable mental age of a person,
when no new test data are available, by multiply





























In general, the higher the score, mental age,
or intelligence quotient, the more complex,
abstract, and difficult the task or problem which
an individual can handle. Mental ability is one
of the most significant factors in educational and
in occupational adjustment. Frequently, the level
of intelligence is the controlling factor in success.
Care must be observed in using the LQ. before
age 16. Mental ages indicate the level of in
telligence or ability at a given time. In business,
industry, and in school tasks, the mental age re
quirements are often known. It is thus possible
to assign tasks to individuals which are appro
priate to their mental ability.
However, two individuals having approximate
ly the same I.Q. may have very different mental
ages. A pupil in the second grade with an LQ.
of 125 cannot do as difficult tasks as a pupil in
the sixth grade with an LQ. of 125. The pupil in
the 2nd grade may have a mental age of 10 years,
whereas the pupil in the 6th grade would prob
ably have a mental age of 15 years. Com
parisons between individuals who are both more
than 16 years of age chronologically can usually
be made with I.Q.'s as well as M.A.'s.
Up until the age of 16 it is advisable to use
M.A. in predicting achievement. In other words,
what a given pupil up to this age ought to do
can be told more accurately from his mental age
than his intelligence quotient.
However, measures of capacity or intelligence
should never be used alone, but should be con
sidered in relation to other factors. (Continued
on page 7.)
*The above distributions and percentages apply only to those tests
such as the California Test of Mental Maturity and California Capacity
Questionnaire which have provided for a normal, rather than skewed,
distribution of mental ages and I.Q.'s. They would not apply In the
cases of several intelligence tests which have arbitrarily allotted certain
scores to higher mental ages without consideration of the normal
probability curve, or which do not have a standard deviation of 16
points for a normal distribution of I.Q.'s.
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The Diagnostic Profile presents, graphically,
significant elements of pupil ability. It summar
izes the major factors which are measured by the
test. It reduces the mystery which has been
associated with the use of mental ages and in
telligence quotients. The identification of pupil
strengths and weaknesses is greatly facilitated so
that they are available to use as the basis for
guiding educational activities.
PREPARATION OF THE PROFILE
1. Record the Pupil's Score for each of tests
1 to 7 in the light-colored boxes immediately to the
right of the Possible Score in each case.
2. Add the pupil's scores on tests 1 and 2, and
write this sum in the box below them.
3. Add the pupil's scores on tests 3 and 4, and
write this sum in the box below them.
4. Add the scores on tests 5 and 6, and write
this sum in the box below them.
5. To obtain the Total Mental Factors score,
add the totals for Spatial Relationships, Logical
Reasoning, Numerical Reasoning, and the Verbal
Concepts score. Record this sum in the box to the
right of Possible Score 140.
6. To obtain the Language Factors score, add
the scores on tests 4, 6, and 7, and write this sum
in the box to the right of Possible Score 80.
7. To obtain the Non-Language Factors score,
add the scores on tests 1. 2, 3, and 5, and write
this sum in the box to the right of Possible Score 60.
8. Chronological Age (C.A.) is the actual or
life age of the pupil in months. It is essential
that this age be correct for the purpose of cal
culating the I.Q.'s. (In all cases where the pupil
is 16 years of age or older, 192 months is used
as the divisor in obtaining LQ.'s. However, each
pupil's correct age is recorded in the box to the
right of Chronological Age.) The age should be
determined from the pupil's birth certificate, school
records, or some other source, if these are doubt
ful.
9. Average Grade Placement Equivalent which
appears in small type immediately below Chrono
logical Age is indicated by the numbers on the
lower side of the Chronological Age scale. For
example, if the pupil's chronological age is 132
months as indicated above the heavy line, a
reference to the numbers below the line indicates
that those who are 132 months old chronologically
have an Average Grade Placement of about 5.7.
If it is desired to mark actual grade placements
on the profile it can be done on this average
Grade Placement Equivalent line, as illustrated
on the sample profile above, since otherwise
it is used only for inspection.
For more accurate information on chronological
age — grade placement relationships, see the
Grade Placement and Age Norms which appear
in all manuals of the California Achievement
Tests. First locate chronological age in one of
the columns headed Av. C.A. (mos.) (or Age in
Months) and then find the corresponding grade
placement in the first column.
SF-E MANUAL
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Actual grade placement is determined by




September or February .0 .5
October or March .1 .6
November or April .2 .7
December or May .3 .8
January or June .4 .9
Where schools have annual promotions only,
ignore the Low Section and High Section captions.
^-10. Mental Ages (M.A.'s) are found by using
'the norms on page 20 of this manual in the
following manner: To find Mental Age for Total
Mental Factors, locate the pupil's score for Total
Mental Factors in one of the columns headed,
Total Mental Factors; the corresponding Mental
Age in months is found directly to the left in the
first column or to the right in the last column.
Mental Ages for Language Factors and Non-
Language Factors are found similarly by locating
the pupil's scores in the 4th and 5th columns from
the left and reading the corresponding Mental
Ages in months in the first or last column.
11. Intelligence Quotients (I.Q.'s) are found by
dividing each of the three Mental Ages (M. A.
in months) by the pupil's Chronological Age (C.A.
in months). However, for all individuals 16
years of age or older, 192 months is used as a
divisor.1
12. The Diagnostic Profile presents, graphically,
evidences of the maturity or development of each
pupil in four specific factors. It is easily com
pleted by locating pupil M.A.'s and other data
on the light and heavy-rule scales to the right
of the Scores, as illustrated on the sample profile.
For example, the pupil in this case obtained a
score of 29 in Spatial Relationships. This score
is next located on the heavy rule to the right.
The Mental Age (in months or years and months)
to which this score corresponds may then be read
directly above or below on the heavy rules. In
the illustration this Mental Age is about 152
months. The Mental Age equivalents of each
major division and each sub-test may be obtained
in the same manner.
After the test scores, the M.A.'s, and the C.A.'s
have been entered in the appropriate boxes under
the heading, Summary Of Data, and the LQ.'s
have been computed, these I.Q.'s can be used for
making comparisons and predictions by locating
them in the table of I.Q. percentile norms for
various populations on page 19 of this manual.
The resulting percentile ranks can then be entered
in the appropriate boxes below the line.
Thus the pupil whose scores are charted on
the sample profile had a Total Mental Factors I.Q.
of 102, a Language Factors I.Q. of 97 and a Non-
Language Factors I.Q. of 111.
To compare this pupil with 11th graders it is
necessary to locate these I.Q.'s in the column
headed, 11th Grade I.Q.'s. This pupil has per
centile ranks of 50, 40, and 70, respectively, when
compared to 1 lth graders in Total, Language, and
Non-Language Factors. If it is desired to com
pare this pupil with college freshmen it is neces
sary to locate his three I.Q.'s in the column
headed, College Freshmen I.Q.'s. Thus it is
found that this pupil has percentile ranks of 30,
10, and 50, respectively, in Total, Language, and
Non-Language Factors when compared with col
lege freshmen.
Ordinarily a teacher might care to compare
this pupil with only one or two other groups.
However, in the illustration he has been com
pared with all of the groups on page 19, and his
corresponding percentile ranks have been entered
to the right of the profile.
Care must be observed in interpreting mental
age equivalents of factors and sub-tests. Provision
is made for obtaining them merely to reveal the
results of administering this test to thousands of
pupils. Mental ages and I.Q.'s of pupils should
be computed only on the Total Mental Factors,
the Language Factors, and the Non-Language
Factors scores.
13. The Percentile Ranks just to the right
of the profile are obtained by using the tables
for each age group appearing on pages 17, 18,
and 19 of this manual. Care must be observed in
selecting the correct age table.
USES OF TEST RESULTS (Continued from page 5)
One should not attempt to predict individual
achievement from mental test data alone any
more than one would attempt to judge an auto
mobile on the basis of a single measure, such as
height, weight, length, or horse-power.
LANGUAGE AND NON-LANGUAGE DATA
Tests 1, 2, 3, and 5 are presented with a
minimum use of language. Tests 4, 6, and 7 are
presented in language form.
The language test data are particularly useful
in indicating how well the individual understands
relationships expressed in words, such as instruc-
tions, conference discussions, statements of logical
> The work of calculating I.Q.'s has been done for the convenience
of test users in the ' ..--.. . . . .....
Test Bureau. Price,
of test users in the Age and I.Q. Calculator, Los Angeles: California
ric $1.50.
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principles or courses of action, and the like.
The non-language test data indicate how well
the individual understands relationships among
things or objects when no language or a minimum
amount of language is involved, such as physical
or mechanical relationships.
Individuals may possess these two kinds of
mental ability in very different degrees. It is
not unusual for a person to have a language I.Q.
of 70 or 80 and to have a non-language I.Q. above
100. Similarly, the reverse is frequently the case.
In general, score differences between the
Language and Non-Language sections may be
used as follows:
1. To determine if learners need simplified
programs (because of lack of ability) ot
remedial work (because of failure to realize
their potentialities)
2. To predict success in certain industrial
arts fields
3. To provide longitudinal (historical) data
which may be of clinical significance in
cases of mental deterioration
4. Together with factor scores, to determine
the types of educational activities which
will be most effective in aiding those who
are experiencing learning difficulties.
MENTAL FACTORS DATA
The Mental Factor scores provide many clues
for helping the pupil who is experiencing learn
ing difficulties. Although factor scores of 25 to 50
points cannot be as reliable as the total Mental
Factor score of 140 items, these factor scores are
often more useful in guidance than the total score,
mental age, or I.Q. obtained from the much larger
number of items. For example, two pupils may
obtain the same mental age and even the same
I.Q. and yet one of them may be very successful
in a given kind of work which requires high
numerical reasoning ability, whereas the other
one fails because he lacks this ability; but he may
be good in spatial relationships or logical reason
ing. If a pupil is having difficulty and his test
shows that he has a very low score in one or two
factors, the teacher or counselor has an immediate
point of departure for investigating his difficulty.
SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
Those who score high in these tests indicate
ability to deal with maps, charts, and graphs as
well as global concepts. They are oriented in
space relationships. They should be able to give
as well as to follow directions and they should do
well in planning layout design and construction.
A low in these tests may be due to poor per
ception or memory or both. However, if the un
satisfactory status is due to lack of opportunity
rather than ability, it may be improved through
providing adequate opportunities.
LOGICAL REASONING
those who obtain high scores on 3 and low
scores on 4 may lack reading or memory ability.
Test 7 should be checked in this connection.
When inability to reason logically is due to a
remediable cause such as a very unfavorable
environment over a period of years, the in
dividual can be aided in improving his reasoning
ability. However, where the environment has
been favorable and he has had the commonly
available opportunities, a low score usually in
dicates an actual lack of capacity.
Individuals with superior logical reasoning
ability should be expected to recognize the
nature and implications of problems, to dis
tinguish between evidence and propaganda, to
project and test possible solutions, and to reach
valid conclusions.
NUMERICAL REASONING
Individuals who score high on this test should
do good thinking in arithmetic, the mathematical
phases of shop work, the numerical phases of
home economics having to do with recipes, prob
lems of everyday life involving expenses, income,
bookkeeping, making change and the like.
If individuals who make low scores have not
been denied the usual opportunities available to
most people, such low scores suggest a deficiency
in this factor of intelligence. They frequently
lack an appreciation of the significance or value
of money;, they must frequently be assisted in
relating income to prices and expenses; much
that is quantitative in their environment escapes
them; and they lack definiteness and predseness
in their relations with others.
On the other hand, they may think well in the
qualitative and emotional aspects of literature,
music, and art, and do well in creative work
which requires little or no numerical reasoning.
VERBAL CONCEPTS
Individuals who score high in this test possess
the capadty to understand and profit from their
experiences. They should do well in reading,
literature, and drama. They possess some of the
basic abilities involved in understanding others
and making others understand them. A low or
average score on this test is not proof of lack of
ability in the verbal factor; such a score may be
due to lack of a favorable environment or training




Test of Mental Maturity
Directions for
Administration
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO THE EXAMINER
This test is primarily analytical and diagnostic
but it also yields standardized test data including
the customary M. A.'s and I. Q.'s.
TIME LIMITS
This is a power rather than a speed test.* How
ever, the time limits should be observed. They
are ample for pupils to reach the practical limits
of their abilities, and the test should be completed
in one ordinary period. In many instances classes
of advanced or bright pupils will complete a test
section in less than the specified time. In such
instances the examiner should proceed without
waiting for the specified time to elapse. Time
should not, of course, be counted on any sub-test
until pupils actually begin to work.
It should be remembered that the time limits
suggested for this test include only actual testing
time. In addition to this, the examiner must
allow sufficient time for giving directions, making
explanations when necessary, and for passing out
and collecting the test materials.
CAUTION AGAINST COACHING
It is important that pupils understand clearly
the manner in which they are expected to indicate
their responses. However, the examiner should
remember that he is giving a test, and not direct
ing a learning activity; therefore, the correct re
sponse should in no way be indicated for any
item except in the practice exercises.
The California Short-Form Test of Mental Ma
turity is so designed that the same test booklet
is used regardless of whether answers are to be
marked on the test booklet, on machine-scoring
answer sheets, or on the scoreze answer sheet.
However, the directions differ somewhat in the
methods of administration. If answers are to be
marked on test booklets, use the directions which
follow immediately after this paragraph. If
answers are to be marked on machine-scoring
answer sheets, or on the scoreze answer sheet,
the appropriate directions begin on page 11.










1 test booklet — California Short-Form
Test of Mental Maturity
1 ordinary lead pencil with eraser attached
1 eraser (if not attached to pencil)
1 sheet of scratch paper
In addition, for the examiner:
extra pencils
extra erasers
extra copy of test booklet —
for demonstration purposes, if necessary
stop watch, or watch or wall clock with second
hand.
After checking to see that all pupils have
pencils, erasers, and scratch paper, distribute the
test booklets, face-up.
From this point on, certain parts of these direc
tions are printed in this different type face. These
parts are to be read to the pupils.
'Bum, Harold, Principles of impleyment Psycheiegy. Harpsr, 1942.
p. 138.
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SAY: You will notice that at the bottom of the
front cover-page of the test booklet which
you have just been given, it soys: Instructions
to Pupils. Read these instructions silently
whiie E read them aloud. The instructions are:
This is a mental maturity test. In taking it
you will show how well you understand re
lationships and what you do when you face
new problems. No one is expected to do the
whole test correctly, but you should answer
as many items as you can. Work as fast as
you can without making mistakes. Do not
write or mark on this test booklet unless told
to do so by the examiner. Now turn the test
booklet over. Notice in the light space in the
upper right-hand corner that there are lines
for your name, grade, age, and so on. Write
this information on these three lines.
Note the space set off by parentheses in the
middle of the third line for identifying data. This
space is provided for teachers or examiners who
wish pupils to indicate their section, class, home
room, etc., in order to facilitate the handling o£
data and test booklets after tests have been
scored.
Give pupils time to record these data. Check
to see that information is properly entered.
SAY: When you have finished, turn your test booklet
back to the front page and wait for further
instructions.
When all pupils have finished,
SAY: Now open the test booklet to Test 1 and fold
it back so that only the test shows.
Demonstrate and be sure that all pupils un
derstand.
TEST 1
Suggested time limit, 3 minutes
SAY: Since you are to mark your answers on this
test booklet, pay no attention to the state
ment on the cover about not writing on it.
Now look at the directions above Test 1 and
read them silently while I read them aloud.
These directions are: Mark as you are told
the letter, R, for each right hand or foot.
Mark the letter, L, for each left hand or foot.
Look at the pictures of hands and feet. Under
each picture is a letter R, meaning right, and
a letter L, meaning left. Now look at Samples
A and B in the upper left-hand corner. They
have not been marked. Now look at the next
pair of hands to the right. Under the words,
Correct Test Booklet Marks, notice that each
has been marked with a circle. Are they cor
rectly marked? Yes, they are. A is a right
hand and B is a left. Now go back and mark
samples A and B correctly by putting a circle
around each right answer.
The examiner should check to be sure that pupils
are marking the samples correctly. If pupils
ask about the correct answer sheet marks at the
upper right-hand corner of the page, tell them
to ignore them.
SAY: Now do as many as you can from 1 to 20.
Ready, begin.
After 3 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the booklet over to Test 2.
TEST 2
Suggested time limit, 5 minutes
SAY: The directions for Test 2 are: in each row
find the drawing that is a different view of
the first drawing. Mark its number as you are
told.
Now look at the first drawing in row C. Look
at all the other drawings in row C. The first
drawing is among the other drawings in row
C but it is in a different position or it is
turned over. It is number 3, so a 3 should
be written on the answer line to the right.
Do it now. This is the way you will mark
your answers. Now do as many as you can
from 21 to 35. Ready, begin.
After 5 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the page and fold it back to
Test 3.
TEST 3
Suggested time limit, 5 minutes
SAY: The directions for Test 3 are: The first three
pictures in each row are alike in some way.
Decide how they are alike, and then find the
one picture among the four to the right of the
dotted line that is most like them and mark
its number.
Look at the pictures in row D. In what
way are the first three pictures alike? Yes,
they are all pictures of things to wear. Now
look along row D to the right and find a pic
ture of something else to wear. Number 2,
the sweater, is the right picture because it
belongs with the other three things in the
row. Therefore, a 2 should be written on the
line to the right. Do it now. That is the
way you will mark your answers. Now do as
many as you can from 36 to 50. Ready, begin.
After 5 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the booklet over to Test 4.
TEST 4
Suggested time limit, 8 minutes
SAY: The directions for Test 4 are: Read each
group of statements below and the conclusions
which follow. Then mark as you are told the
number of each answer you have decided is
correct. When you finish page 5, turn it,
fold it back, and continue on page 6.
Now look at Sample E. If the sun shines it
is day. The sun shines. Therefore, * It will
not rain 2 It is day 3 The moon may shine
tonight. The correct answer is No. 2: It is
day.
Therefore, a 2 should be written on the
fine to the right. Do it now. Do all the
others from 51 to 65 in the same way. Ready,
begin.
After 8 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the booklet over to Test 5.
TEST 5
Suggested time limit, 6 minutes
SAY: The directions for Test 5 are: In each row
of numbers below, there is one that does not
belong. Find the number that should be
omitted from each row among the answer
numbers on the right and mark its letter as
you are told.
Now look at Sample F which contains the
numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14. You will
notice that if one number were taken out, each
number would be 2 larger than the one before
it. Which number is it? Yes, 9. The num
bers should be 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14. Notice that
the number that does not belong, 9, appears
among the answers to the right and that it has
a small b in front of it. Therefore, a b should
be written on the answer line to the right.
Do it now. Now do the others from 66 to 75
in this same way.
After 6 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the page and fold it back to
Test 6.
TEST 6
Suggested time limit, 10 minutes
SAY: The directions for Test 6 are: Work these
problems on a sheet of scratch paper. Mark
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as you are told the letter of each correct
answer. When you have finished page 8, turn
your test booklet over, and continue on page 9.
Look at Sample G and read the problem:
There are 5 birds in a tree and 3 birds on a
fence. How many birds are there in both
places? The correct answer is 8 so the letter
b should be written on the line to the right.
Do it now. Do 76 through 90 in the same
way. Ready, begin.
After 10 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the page and fold it back
to Test 7.
rEST 7
Suggested time limit, 10 minutes
AY: The directions for Test 7 are: Mark as you
are told the number of the word which means
the same or about the same as the first word.
Look at Sample H. The first word is
blossom. The word that means about the
same is flower. Flower has a small 3 in front
of it, so the number 3 should be written on
the line to the right. Do it now. Now do the
others from 91 to 140 in the same way.
Ready, begin.
After 10 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Put your pencil down.
First collect all scratch paper, so that pupils
will not carry away test items or other information
which may tend to invalidate the test for further
use with these pupils. The examiner should
check by counting if necessary, to see that all
scratch paper distributed has been returned.
Collect the test booklets and any pencils that
have been distributed.
ERECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION when answers are marked on machine-scoring answer
sheets or on the C.T.B. SCOREZE answer sheet
Suggested time allotment:
California Short-Form 49 minutes




1 test booklet — California Short-Form
Test of Mental Maturity (1950 S-Form)
1 machine-scoring answer sheet No. 1990, or
G. T. B, scoreze answer sheet Ho,, 1,00 (iden
tifiable in the lower right-hand corner of
page 1).
1 electrographic pencil with attached eraser
(an ordinary pencil with attached eraser is
adequate if answer sheets are not to be
scored with an I.B.M. test-scoring machine).
1 sheet of scratch paper
In addition, for the examiner:
extra pencils
extra erasers
extra copy of test booklet — for demonstration
purposes, if necessary
stop watch, or watch or wall clock with sec
ond hand.
First check to see that all pupils have pencils,
■rasers, and scratch paper.
From this point on, certain parts of these diree-
ions are printed in this different type face. These
>arts are to be read to pupils.
AY: I am about to give you some answer sheets.
Do not crease or fold them in any way. To do
so might lower your mark if they are scored
with an electrical test-scoring machine.
Next distribute the appropriate answer sheets,
ither (1) the machine-scoring answer sheet for
California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity
No. 1990); or (2) the c. t. b. scoreze answer sheet
No. 100).
SAY: Look at the part of your answer sheet that
has name, date, age, etc., printed on it. Write
in the information that is called for. Caution:
Press down firmly with your pencil when filling
in this information.
Note the space set off by parentheses in the
middle of the second line for identifying data. This
space is provided for teachers or examiners who
wish pupils to indicate their section, class, home
room, etc., in order to facilitate handling of data
and test booklets after tests have been scored.
The examiner should check to see that pupils
have completed the identifying data properly.
Emphasize the next directions to pupils. Illus
trate the routine for changing a mark on the black
board.
SAY: The general directions for recording your
answers on this answer sheet are: Mark on
this answer sheet under the number or letter
of the answer you have decided is correct.
Make each mark as long as the pair of dotted
lines and move the pencil up and down firmly
to make a heavy black line. If you make a
mistake or wish to change an answer, do it
this way: FIRST MAKE AN X ACROSS THE
WRONG ANSWER. THEN MAKE A HEAVY
BLACK MARK FOR THE ANSWER THAT
YOU THINK IS CORRECT. AFTER YOU HAVE
MARKED THE NEW ANSWER, ERASE THE
OLD ANSWER AND THE X COMPLETELY.
ANY QUESTIONS?
NOTE: If pupils are unfamiliar with machine-
scoring answer sheets and need practice, follow
the directions below. However, if there is no
doubt about their understanding the procedure,
omit the directions between the horizontal lines.
SAY: Now find the box which has "For Practice
Only" in it. You will do this test to learn how
to mark your answers. Notice the first sen
tence, X. On which side of the road do people
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drive? The correct answer is the right side.
Now notice the two pairs of dotted lines to the
right after the letter X. One has R above it
for right and the other has L above it for left.
Since R is the correct answer, make a black
mark within the pair of dotted lines under the
R. Do it now.
Check to see that pupils have filled in the
dotted lines correctly.
SAY: Now notice the next sentence. How many
eyes do people have? Two is correct. What
number does the word two have just in
front of it? Four is correct. Now look at
the pairs of dotted lines with 1, 2, 3, and 4
above them to the right. Since 4 is the cor
rect answer, make a black mark within the
pair of dotted lines under Number 4 to the
right. Do it now. Are there any questions?
Check to see that pupils understand.
SAY: I am now going to give each of you a copy
of the test booklet. Do not write or mark on
it in any way.
Distribute th® California Short-Form Test of
Mental Maturity, Elementary, face-up.
SAY: You will notice that at the bottom ©f th®
front cover of the test booklet which you hove
iust been given, it soys: instructions to Pupils.
Read these instructions silently while § read
them aloud. Hie instructions are: This is ®
mental maturity test. In taking It you will
show how well you understand relationships
and what you d@ when you face new problems.
No one is expected to do the wh@le test cor
rectly but you should answer an many items
as you can. Work as fast as you can witheyf
making mistakes. Do not write @r mark @n
this test booklet unless told to do so by the
examiner. I am telling you not t@ write or
mark on this test booklet. You mark all your
answers on the answer sheet.
Now open the test booklet to Test 1 and
fold it back so that only the test shews.
Demonstrate. Be sure that pupils have Test
1 and that test booklets and answer sheets are
conveniently arranged.
TEST 1
Suggested time limit, 4 minutes
SAY: Read the directions for Test 1 silently while
I read them aloud. The directions are: Mark
as you are told the letter, R, for each right
hand or foot. Mark th© Setter, L, for each
left hand or foot.
Look at the pictures of hands and feet.
Under each picture is the letter R meaning
right and the letter L meaning left. Now
look at Samples A and B in the upper left-
hand corner. They have not been marked.
On the extreme right under the words, Correct
Answer Sheet Marks, notice that q mark has
been made under R for Sample A and that a
mark has been msd® under L for Sample B.
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Are these samples correctly marked? Yes
They are. A is a right hand and B is a left
Now find Test 1 on your answer sheet ani
just to the left below it, answer rows A and
Now mark the correct answers for Samples
and B on your answer sheet. Are there an
questions about how to mark your answers?
After questions have been answered,
SAY: Now find answer row 1 on your answer sheel
Do as many as you can from 1 to 20. Read)
begin.
After 4 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the booklet over to Test
TEST 2
Suggested time limit, 6 minutes
SAY: The directions for Test 2 are: In each to\
find the drawing that is a different view of fb
first drawing. Mark its number as you w
told.
Now look at the first drawing in row C
Look ot all the other drawings in row C. Th
first drawing is among the other drawings
row C but it is en a different position @r it
turned over. It is number 3.
Now find Test 2 on your answer sh®@t. Tft<
first answer row below it is C. Since the €©r
reef answer for Sample C is 3, make a blac
mark under the 3 in answer row C. New d<
@s many as you con from 21 t© 35 in th
same woy. Ready, begin.
After 6 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the page and fold it beck
Test 3.
Suggested time limit, S minutes
SAY: The directions for-Test 3 are: The first thrw
pictures in tach row are alike in iom@ w@y
Dgcidt hew they or® alike, and then find th<
©ne picture among the four to the right ©
the dotted line that is most like them am
mark its number. Look ot the picture! u
row D. In whet woy are the first three pic
tures, alike? Yes, they ore all picture! o
things to wear. Now look along raw D t
the right and find the picture of somethinj
else to wear. Number 2, the sweater, Is th<
right picture because if belongs with the othei
three things In the row.
Now find Test 3 in the arrow on yon
answer sheet and the first answer rev
opposite it which has the letter D in fran
of it. Since the correct answer for Seraph
D is number 2, m@k@ o Mock mark under tin
2 in answer row D. N©w do as many as yet
can from 36 to 50 in the some w@y. iead
begin.
After 5 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the booklet over to Test 4.
TEST 4
Suggested time limit, 8 minutes
SAY: The directions for Test 4 are: Read md
group of statements below end the conclusions
which follow. Then mark as you are told the
number of each answer you have decided is
correct. When you finish page 5, turn it,
fold it back, and continue on page 6.
Now look at Sample E. If the sun shines it
is day. The sun shines. Therefore, 1 It will
not rain 2 It is day 3 The moon may shine
tonight. The correct answer is: It is day.
Notice that the answer, It is day, has a small
2 in front of it.
Now find Test 4 on your answer sheet and
answer row E just below it. Since number 2
is the correct answer for Sample E, make a
black mark below the 2 in answer row E. Now
do as many as you can from 51 to 65 in the
same way. Ready, begin.
After 8 minutes,
Y: Stop. Now turn the booklet over to Test 5.
ST5
ggested time limit, 6 minutes
Y: The directions for Test 5 are: In each row
of numbers below there is one that does not
belong. Find the number that should be
omitted from each row among the answer
numbers on the right, and mark its letter as
you are told.
Now look at Sample F which contains the
numbers 2,4,6, 8,9,10,12,14. You will notice
that if one number were taken out, each num
ber would be two larger than the one before it.
Which number is it? Yes, 9. The numbers
should be 2, 4, 6, 8,10,12,14. Notice that the
number that does not belong, 9, appears
among the answers to the right and that it
has a small b in front of it.
Now find Test 5 on your answer sheet and
right below it answer line F. Since the correct
answer for Sample F is b, make a black line
under the b in answer row F. Do as many as
you can from 66 to 75 in the same way.
Ready, begin.
After 6 minutes,
,Y: Stop. Now turn the page and fold it back
to Test 6.
:ST6
iggested time limit, 10 minutes
iY: The directions for Test 6 are: Work these
problems on a sheet of scratch paper. Mark
as you are told the letter of each correct
answer. When you have finished page 8, turn
your booklet over and continue on page 9.
Look at Sample G and read the problem:
There are five birds in a tree and three birds on
a fence. How many birds are there in both
places? The correct answer is 8. Notice
that this correct answer, 8, has a small b in
front of it.
Now find Test 6 on your answer sheet and
right below it answer row G. Since the letter,
b, appears in front of the correct answer, 8,
make a black mark under the b in answer row
G. Do as many as you can from 76 to 90
in the same way. Ready, begin.
After 10 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Now turn the page and fold it back
to Test 7.
TEST 7
Suggested time limit, 10 minutes
SAY: The directions for Test 7 are: Mark as you
are told the number of the word that means
the same or about the same as the first word.
Look at Sample H. The first word is
blossom. The word that means about the
same is flower. Flower has a small 3 in front
of it.
Now find Test 7 on your answer sheet and
answer row H just below it. Since the correct
answer, flower, has a small 3 in front of it,
make a black mark under the 3 in answer
row H. Now do as many as you can from
91 to 140 in the same way. Ready, begin.
After 10 minutes,
SAY: Stop. Put your pencil down.
First collect all scratch paper, so that pupils
will not carry away test items or other information
which may tend to invalidate the test for further
use with these pupils. The examiner should
check by counting if necessary, to see that all
scratch paper distributed has been returned.
SAY: Now look at the test booklet. Did you make
any accidental dots or marks in it? If so,
erase them.
After sufficient time has elapsed,
SAY: Now hand in your test booklet.
Count the test booklets to be sure you have
the right number.
SAY: Now inspect your answer sheet. Are all your
marks heavy black lines? If not, go over the
light ones and blacken them well. Have you
made any accidental dots or marks? If so,
erase them. Are any of your erasures untidy?
If you changed any answers, did you erase
the wrong ones and the X's completely? Make
your answer sheet clean and neat.
After sufficient time has elapsed,
SAY: Now hand in your answer sheet.
Count the answer sheets to be sure that you
have the right number.
If you have given out electrographic pencils,
collect and count them next.
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HAND SCORING THE TEST BOOKLETS
The examiner may use the key or mark an
unused test booklet with the correct answers as an
aid in scoring. It is advisable for the examiner to
take the test without reference to the key since this
procedure will acquaint him with the diagnostic
values of the test. Instructions for scoring are:
1. Each item is considered right or wrong. No
partial credits are given for partial answers.
2. Mark each correct item with a C.
3.
5.
The score for each section is the number
right.
Credit any dear method of indicating the
correct answer. Consider the intention of the
pupil, if it can be determined. If in doubt,
consider the answer wrong.
If two or more answers are given, count
the item wrong, unless the pupil has
attempted to erase or cross out the incorrect
answer.
HAND SCORING THE ANSWER SHEETS
First examine each answer sheet. If two or
more answers are given for any item, erase them
and count that item wrong.
The score for each section of a test is obtained
by counting the pupil response marks ex
posed by the round openings in the appropriate
hand-scoring stencil superimposed upon the an
swer sheet. (When ordering, be sure to state
whether you want hand-scoring or machine-scor
ing stencils.)
Record section scores on the special answer
sheet in the spaces provided. The Diagnostic Pro
file is completed as directed on page 6.
MACHINE SCORING THE ANSWER SHEETS
First examine each answer sheet. If two or
more answers are given for any item, erase them.
Such an item is considered to be wrong.
Directions for setting the machine are printed
on the machine-scoring stencil. However, note
that most scores need not be written and mental
ages need not be looked up in the manual.
The raw scores for Language Factors. Non-
Language Factors and Total Mental Factors need
only be circled and their corresponding men
ages are given below them in the fourth Hi
Thus a Language Factor score of 36 yields
Mental Age of 137 months. A Non-Langua
Factor score of 48 yields a Mental Age of
months.
Each entry in the fifth line presents the
telligence grade placement equivalent of the fc
entries directly above it.
This device greatly reduces the scoring tix
required for ordinary machine-scoring answ
sheets.
SCORING THE C. T. B. SCOREZE ANSWER SHE
The first page may be hand or machine scor
like any machine-scoring answer sheet.
The third, or teacher's page, is self-scoring.
RECORDING THE SCORES FROM THE C.T.
SCOREZE ANSWER SHEET
1. First insert a letter opener or other point
object at the word, open, on the margin
the answer sheet, and unseal the sid
in the direction indicated by the arro'v
(Do not tear the two sheets apart at
perforation at this time.) Remove the cj
bon sheet.
2. On page 3 count the number of mai
which fall within the light circles for ea
section of the test and enter each sec
in the place provided at the left by t
pupil's name. Be sure to count as wroi
any item for which an X or a smud
appears in a light circle (which shows tl
the pupil did not intend it to be
choice for the answer).
3. If a profile is desired on the back of t
machine-scoring answer sheet (for possil
use in principals' or administrators' office
as well as on page 4, replace the carbon
that it will register on page 2 and fold pa
3 back over it. (If only one profile is c
sired, dispose of the carbon, tear t
machine-scoring part of the answer she
from the other half, and proceed wi
step 4.)
4. Turn to the Diagnostic Profile on page
SF-E MANUAL
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5. Bend the right-hand margin oi the sheet
over to the left so that the entries just
made (as instructed in item 2 above) are
visible and align them with the respective
entry blanks on the profile.
6. Copy these numbers in the appropriate
places on the Diagnostic Profile.
7. Complete the profile.
8. Tear the machine-scoring part of the
answer sheet from the other half. (If only
one profile is being made, this step
has already been completed.)
DRMS
The original standardization of each level of
i California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity
is based on 25,000 cases for which control data
•m other standardized tests were available,
ice that time these norms have been checked
ainst over 100,000 additional cases for many of
rich control data were available. Only a few
nor adjustments had to be made as a result of
se checks.
In their final form the norms for the Cali-
nia Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity, Ele-
sntary, have been based on a controlled
ratified) sampling of over 125,000 cases which
nstituted a normal distribution of mental ability,
jical age-grade relationships, and other char-
teristics as follows:
1. The median I.Q. for grades 4 to 8 was 100.
The standard deviation of I.Q.'s was 16
points.
2. Seventy per cent of the pupils were
making normal progress through the grades;
about 20 per cent were retarded one-half
year or more; and 10 per cent were ac
celerated one-half year or more.
3. About 85 per cent of the population was
Caucasian and the remainder was Mexi
can, Negro and other minority groups.
ENTAL AGE AND INTELLIGENCE
tADE PLACEMENT NORMS
These norms represent the average (median
it scores) of the standardization population
scribed above. In using the mental age
rms, the examiner simply locates the particular
ore which the pupil obtained in Total Mental
ictors, Language Factors, or Non-Language
ictors in the columns on page 20 of this manual
id then notes the corresponding numbers in the
ental Age columns. Age and/or grade norms
ike possible the interpretation of the pupil's
ore by relating it to the average (median)
Mital ability of a large group.
RCENTILE NORMS
Percentile norms provide a means for making
mparisons between pupils in the same age
oups. If a pupil obtains a percentile rank of
it indicates that he surpasses 25% and is
rpassed by 75% of the pupils of that group.
In using the tables of percentile norms on pages
, 18, and 19 for scores of various mental factors,
e examiner first locates the table for the pupil's
rrect chronological age. Thus a pupil with a
ronological age between 132 and 143 months
to obtained a score of 28 on Spatial Relation-
ips has obtained a percentile rank of 70; a
pil of the same age who has made a score of
between 95 and 101 on Total Mental Factors has
a percentile rank of 80.
For convenience in interpretation, all scores
are assigned the percentile ranks of the mid
point of the range of percentile ranks in which
they are located. For example, a percentile rank
of 70 is assigned to all scores which are located
between percentile points 65.0 to 74.9.
PERCENTILE RANKS OF I.Q.'s FOR
VARIOUS POPULATIONS
In addition to the percentile norms for the
chronological age groups normally found at the
elementary level, percentile ranks of I.Q.'s for
various populations are also presented on the
right-hand side of page 19. Once a pupil's Total
Mental Factors I.Q., Language Factors I.Q., and
Non-Language Factors I.Q. are known, such a
pupil may be compared with any of the popula
tions included in the table, beginning with Normal
Population, Ninth Graders, or any other group up
to College Graduates, by locating his I.Q.'s in
the appropriate group and then reading his per
centile rank from the percentile scale on the left-
hand side of the page. Thus a pupil with a Total
Mental Factors, Language Factors, or Non-
Language Factors I.Q. of 105 would be at the
60th percentile when compared with 9th graders,
af the 40th percentile when compared with col
lege freshmen, and the 5th percentile when com
pared with college graduates.
DIFFERENCES IN ACHIEVEMENT TO BE
EXPECTED OF GROUPS WITH VARYING
MEDIAN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
The average achievement of various schools
and classroom groups in fundamental learning
skills as measured by the California Achievement
Test Series should be evaluated in relation to
average intelligence quotients of the groups. For
this reason a table on achievement test data in
relation to I.Q. medians, based on over 100 school
surveys, is presented.
The tabulation on page 16 shows what variation
in median achievement may be expected above
and below the test norms for class or grade
groups possessing various median intelligence
quotients.
Median achievement variations from the norms
are shown in fractions of a year above (+) and
below (—) the test norms for pupils of average
ability.
Thus a fifth grade class with a median I.Q. of
105 should be expected to obtain a median score
in reading one-half year above norm; a seventh
grade class with a median I.Q. of 89 may be
expected to fall about three-fourths of a year
below norm in arithmetic.
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MENTAL AGE AND INTELLIGENCE GRADE PLACEMENT NORMS
CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
ELEMENTARY — '50 S-FORM
„„.,,, Total Non- Intell. Mental
MENTAL ABB Mental language language Grade Age in
Month> Yr.-Ma. Factor* Fatten Factor* Place.* Months
60 5-0 9 — 9. 0.0 60
61 5-1 10 — 10 0.1 61
62 5-2.... 11 - 11 0.1 62
63 5-3 12 .- 12 0.2 63
64. 5-4 13 .—..a 13 0.2 64
65 5-5 14 .- 14 0.3 65
66 5-6 15 .— 15. 0.4.... 66
67 5-7 16 .— 16..... 0.5 67
69 5-9 : 17 .— 17 0.7 69
70 : 5-10 18 1 — 0.8 70
71 5-11 19. — 18 0.9 71
72 6-0 .20 .— 19 1.0 72
73 6-1 21 2 — 1.0 73
74 6-2 .22 .- 20 1.1 74
75 6-3 23. .— .— 1.2. 75
76 6-4. 24. 3 21 1.2 76
77 6-5 25 .-. .- 1.3 77
78 6-6 26 4 22 1.4 78
79 6-7 27. 5 — 1.5. 79
80 6-8 2$ — — 1.6 80
82 6-10 29 6 23 1.7 82
8f 6-'l 3? 7 .-. 1.8 83
84 7-0 31 — .24 1.8 84
85 7-1 32 8 — 1.9 85
86 7-2 33 .— — 2.0 ZZJK
87 7-3 ...34. 9 25 2.1 87
89 7-5 35 10 .- 2.2 89
90 7-6 36 .— 26 2.3 90
91 7-7 37 11 — 2.4 91
92 7-8 38 .— — 2.5 !.Z!~92
93 7-9 39. 12 27 2.6 .93
94 7-10 .40. .— .— 2.6 94
95 7-11... .41 13 28 2.7 Z.7'95
96 8-0 .42 14 .— 2.8. . 96
97. 8-1 .43 .— 29. 2.8 97
98 8-2 .44 15 -. 2.9 98
99 8-3 .45 .— 30 3.0 99
100 8-4 .46 16. —. 3.1 100
'01 8-5 .47 - 31 :. 3.2 .'."I.'lOl
102 8-6 .48 17 — 3.2 102
103 8-7 49 - _ 3.3 J03
104. 8-8 50 18 32 3.4 104
105 8-9. 51 - - 3.5 105
J06 8-10 52 19 .- 3.6.... ...106
107 8-11 53 20 33 3.7 107
108 9-0 54. _. _ 3.7 108
]?9 9-1 55 21 34 3.8 109
"0 9-2 56 .— .— 3 9 110
111 9-3 57 22 .- 4 0 1
"I I* 58 23 35 1! 4.1 Ilili
113 9-5 .,..59 — — 4.2 113
J]5 9-7 .^60 24. 36 4.3 115
« 9-8 ...61... 25 .-. 4.4 116
117. 9-9 62 .— _ 45 117
118 9-10 .63 26 37.. 4.6 118
119 9-11 64. .-. _ . 47 119
120 10-0 65 27 .— 4.8 120
f2 10-2 66 28 38 4.9 .—122
123 10-3 67 — _ 50 123
124 10-4. 68 29 39 5 1 124
125 10-5 69 30 -Z: «' ' 125
126 10-6 70 .— _52 126
J27- JO-7 71 31 40Z:::5:3Z:::{i?
128 10-8 72.. . — _ 54 12s
'29 10-9 73 32.::::::::4i~:i55 II















































































































































































































































































































































































































* Intelligence Grade Placements established from median mental ages of respective actual grade placements
* Indicates college graduate percentile rank.
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